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Abstract
Rotator cuff disorders (RCDs) are a common musculoskeletal problem with a higher
prevalence in women and after the age of 60. Due to the increasing need for patient-centered
care, researchers have been directed towards the use of patient reported outcomes (PROs) to
evaluate the progress of patient recovery, as the experience varies across individuals.
Recently, the Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index was reduced in items to create the
shortened version of the Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (Short-WORC). However, the
Short-WORC’s psychometrics have yet to be evaluated. Therefore, this mixed-methods
thesis aimed to evaluate the psychometric properties of the Short-WORC in a patient
population of RCDs. First, we created the framework of evaluation by synthesizing the
literature on the cultural adaptions of the WORC. Then, we quantitatively assessed the
reliability and validity, and qualitatively assessed the content validity of the Short-WORC in
a prospective rotator cuff population.
Overall, the findings suggest that the Short-WORC demonstrates evidence of validity,
reliability and sensitivity to change when measuring quality of life in rotator cuff pathology.
Findings suggest the appropriate recommendations and advancement of clinical research in
rotator cuff pathology.

KEYWORDS: rotator cuff disorders, quality of life, musculoskeletal disorders, patient
reported outcomes, Short-WORC, WORC, psychometric properties
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

1.1 Rotator cuff disorders and treatments
The rotator cuff (RC) is comprised of four muscles that help stabilize the glenohumeral
joint. The supraspinatus, infraspinatus, teres minor and subscapularis muscles provide dynamic
stabilization of the glenohumeral joint. The RC provides the power for shoulder abduction and at
least 90% of the power in external rotation. While the RC is an essential component for normal
shoulder movement, it is also the leading site of many musculoskeletal injuries. 1-3
Furthermore, the range of rotator cuff injuries vary amongst age groups and occupation.
The prevalence of RCD, symptomatic or asymptomatic, increase with age from 9.7 percent under
the age 20, to 62% over the age of 80.23 RCDs lead to a large source of morbidity amongst manual
laborers and those partaking in repetitive movements. 23 In young adults, rotator cuff injuries arise
from shoulder instability, but older adults commonly face rotator cuff tears. These tears result in
either partial (incomplete tear that doesn’t extend through the entire thickness of the tendon) or
complete tears (tear that extends through the complete thickness of the tendon).1,2 Acute tears
usually lead to shoulder dislocations or avulsion injuries, commonly in younger adults. The tears are
heavily age dependent and considered a degenerative process. On the other hand, impingement, is
another common rotator cuff disorder, and results from decreased space beneath the anterior
acromion and the acromioclavicular joint. This can arise from problems with the balance of the
dynamic and static stabilizers of the shoulders, as commonly seen in middle-age adults.3
Additionally, we see RCDs having a higher incidence rate in females, than males (90 cases
per 100 000 person-years in women and 83 per 100 000 person-years in men; p<0.001). When
comparing incidence rates between males versus females, there is no reported peak incidence
between the age group of 55-59 years. 24 However, it is reported that females from 40-54 years old
have a higher incidence rate than males.24 Furthermore, other studies have shown rotator cuff
disorders to be more prevalent in the working female population (9%) than male working
population (6.8%). 25,26
As the spectrum of rotator cuff disorders (RCD) vary, so do the approaches of treatments
and medical management.3 One of the most common forms of non- operative rotator cuff repair
3

(RCR) is through rehabilitation. Rehabilitation of the RC requires a basic understanding of the
surgical procedures and expectation of outcome by the clinician. Rehabilitation programs are based
on a patient’s age, health status, compliance and injury. Rehabilitation focuses on restoring range of
motion and restoring patient quality of life through exercises.1-3 Exercises administered by physical
therapists aim to allow patients to return to similar levels of previous function, through stressing
stability and avoiding excessive mobility. The goals of rehabilitation include initial pain
management and secondary muscle strengthening that will reposition the humeral head within the
glenoid. As shown in previous literature, asymptotic tears should be managed non-operatively and
the newly diagnosed tears should focus on core strengthening before surgical repair. Kuhn et al.,
have furthered shown that after a two year RCT, approximately 75% of patients who had only
physical therapy to treat their full-thickness tear, have had a more effective recovery.27 Additionally,
another form of non-operative management includes corticosteroid injections.4 The subacromial
injections of local anesthetic and cortisone help to combat pain control, but does not necessarily
improve healing. Clinicians may administer these on average about 3 times a year, but it is often
seen in combination with rehabilitation exercises. 3 The other form of RCR, involves surgical
treatment which aims to restore the continuity of the tendon and relieve pain. However, the
outcomes of surgery can be difficult to predict, as the surgery depends on the quality of the tendon
substance, the length of the time since the injury has occurred, and the underlying pathology that
brought upon the injury. 1

1.2 Quality of Life (QoL)
One of the main goals of RCR is to restore quality of life (QoL) for a patient. According to
the World Health Organization Quality of Life Group (WHO-QOL), quality of life is defined as the
individual’s perceptions of their position in life in the context of the culture and value systems in
which they live, in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and concerns.5 QoL further
includes the perceptions about life satisfaction/enjoyment, and is overall subjective to the
individual.5 RCDs are shown to hinder the QoL of an individual, therefore, the aim is to restore
QoL with rehabilitation. Since QoL is an outcome of RCR, researchers aim to measure this outcome
when determining a successful RCR. One of the most common ways to measure QoL is through
patient reported outcome measures (PRO).6,7
4

1.3 Shoulder Patient Reported Outcomes (PROs)
Patient reported outcomes (PROs) provide subjective information to help the clinician assess
physical function, psychosocial issues or general health related quality of life.7 Usually administered
as a questionnaire, a PROs aims to capture the possible effect of the condition, disease or
intervention by incorporating the experience and perception of the patient.7 Currently, there are
many shoulder specific PROs for clinicians to use, making it difficult to choose the most
appropriate one. To aid with communication and decision-making, PROs are classified as either
disease-specific (rotator cuff specific) or population-specific.

1.4 Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (WORC)
As researchers shifted their focus towards measuring both the disability and QoL that arises
from RCDs, the development of PROs increased such as the Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index
(WORC). The WORC by Kirkley, Alvarez and Griffin8 is a disease-specific PRO that measures
QoL and is categorized into the 5 domains of Physical symptoms, Sports/Recreation, Work,
Lifestyle and Emotion in 21 items. Each item has a possible score from 0–100 (100 mm Visual
Analogue Scale). Scores can be computed for individual subscales and summated for a total score,
which can range from 0–2100, with a higher score representing lower QoL. Each subscale is scored
and summed to a percentage reported by subtracting the total from 2100, dividing by 2100, and
multiplying by 100 (physical symptoms/600, sports and recreation/400, work/400, lifestyle/400, and
emotions/400).8
The goal of the WORC was to overcome the challenges that current shoulder PROs
encountered. Deficiencies such as using too many items, having only parts of the tool that are used
to generate a score, leaving patients out of the process of item selection and using double-barreled
questions.6,7,9 When evaluating the WORC in a RCD population, the WORC demonstrated strong
test-retest reliability across several studies (ICCs 0.84 to 0.96). The construct validity of the WORC
was determined by comparing other disability instruments such as the American Shoulder and
Elbow Surgeons score (ASES) (r = 0.68) and the Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand
(DASH) (r = 0.63), demonstrating evidence that the scores generated by the WORC change
similarly to these other validated measures of the same construct.8 While the WORC demonstrates
5

evidence of being a reliable and valid tool for measuring QoL in a RCD population, there were
some limitations. For example, some have reported challenges when administering a visual
analogue scale, the lack of validation of the individual subscales and overall response burden for
patients when completing the WORC. 8,10

1.5 Shortened Western Ontario Rotator Cuff index (Short-WORC)
Recently, a shorter version of the Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (Short-WORC) was
created with an abbreviated scale and a single score summary.10 A confirmatory analysis was
employed to reduce the original WORC to the 7-item Short-WORC. The Short-WORC contains
items from the domains of work and lifestyle only. Therefore, the Short-WORC mainly focuses on
the activity limitations that arise from rotator cuff disorders, rather than QoL.9,10 Compared with the
WORC, the Short-WORC eliminates administrative burden and has psychometric equivalence
when used to evaluate rotator cuff pathology. However, current studies assessing the Short-WORC
were conducted by extracting Short-WORC data from existing datasets of the original WORC. 9,10
Future studies need to administer the Short-WORC on a prospective patient population, in order to
evaluate the validity, reliability and responsiveness in samples that represent the spectrum of rotator
cuff disorders.
1.6 Criteria for evaluation
According to the International Society for Quality of Life Research (ISOQOL),11 the minimum
standard following the development of a new PRO is to provide strong evidence of reliability,
validity (content validity, construct validity, responsiveness); interpretability of scores; quality
translation, and acceptable patient and investigator burden. A PRO that possesses these traits is
more useful for both clinicians and researchers.12
Reliability is the degree to which a PRO is free of measurement error and can be further
evaluated as 1) test-retest reliability (stability) and 2) internal consistency (homogeneity). Test –
retest evaluates the ability of a PRO to provide consistent scores over time in a stable
population.13,14 It is usually measured by calculating the intra class coefficient (ICC). In contrast, the
internal consistency measures the relatedness of the items in a PRO, and is calculated by
Cronbach’s alpha. A strong PRO will usually score between 0.7-0.9.14
6

Validity can be defined by the extent to which the PRO measures the construct it is intended
to measure.15 Validity can be further broken down into the components of content validity,
construct validity and criterion validity. Content validity is the extent to which the PRO represents
the most relevant and important aspects of a concept in a given context. Content validity can be
evaluated by both qualitative or quantitative methodologies.16 Qualitative methodologies such as
qualitative description or interpretative description can be used in the development of PRO to
support content validity or in the evaluation of the content validity of existing measures. Cognitive
interviews aim to evaluate the clarity of the instructions, the perceived content of each item on the
PRO and if the intended meaning of each item is easily and correctly interpreted by participants.17
This process includes evaluation of instructions, recall periods and response scales. This method
uses a talk aloud technique of probes that allow participants to verbally express their thoughts and
responses to each item on the PRO. 16,17
Another type of validity, construct validity; is defined by how the scores on the PROs relate
to other PROs evaluating similar constructs.18 This can be further confirmed by measuring if the
PRO is consistent with theoretically derived a priori hypotheses concerning the concepts being
evaluated. 15 Usually, construct validity will have predefined hypotheses on the expected
associations among measures that are similar to the measured PRO. This can be calculated through
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r), which defines that a moderate to large correlation (> 0.40)
between constructs are expected to support (concurrent convergent) validity of the measure.11
Another type of validity, criterion validity; is assessed by testing a new PRO against an independent
criterion or standard (concurrent validity) or against a future standard (predictive validity).19
Criterion validity is an estimate of the extent to which a measure agrees with a current gold
standard.19
The measurement property of responsiveness, is defined as the PRO’s ability to capture
changes over time in the construct being evaluated.13 A measure that is not responsive cannot
capture the change in a patient’s health status resulting from rehabilitation. 20,21 Therefore, to
evaluate a clinical change we measure responsiveness by either the anchor-based or distributionbased method. In the anchor-based method, another outcome measure is used as a criterion for
change, such as the Global Rating of Change scale (GRC). Then, a minimal clinically important
difference (MCID) is calculated, to indicate the change in health conditions as a response to the
7

treatment administered. While the method is widely used, criticisms of the GRC can potentially
compromise this method. In contrast, the distribution based method calculates the effect sizes (ES)
and standardized response means (SRMs) based on change scores and variability.20 This method is
based on the obtained sample characteristics (SD) and not as clearly linked to an important
reference. Different methods of calculations may result in different MCID values and vary based on
sample size. Sensitivity to change (longitudinal validity) is the “ability of an instrument to measure
change in the state regardless of whether it is relevant or meaningful to the decision maker”. As
shown by Liang et al., ES and SRM can be used as coefficients to evaluate whether a measure is
able to detect change.22
PROs should always be evaluated for their psychometric properties before clinical use.7
Regardless if a PRO is validated in its original context, once adapted for another culture, we must
re-evaluate its measurement properties. Therefore, researchers can use specific guidelines in order
to evaluate culturally adapted PROs, to verify that they have retained the intended construct after
adaption.10 We aimed to evaluate the parent WORC, as it has been previously adapted for 10
different languages. Our goal was to synthesize the literature and analyze how different cultures
evaluated different psychometric properties for the WORC. This would be the groundwork for
understanding how we should evaluate the psychometric properties of the Short-WORC in a
prospective cohort.

8

Cross-cultural adaptions and measurement properties of the WORC (Western
Ontario Rotator Cuff Index): a systematic review

Abstract
Background: To evaluate the translations, cross-cultural adaptation procedures and measurement
properties of the Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (WORC), when it is adapted for different
cultures.
Methods: A systematic review was performed, considering different cultural adaptions of the
WORC accessible through MEDLINE, CINHAL, EMBASE and/or Google Scholar. Included were
prospective cohort studies that used an adapted version of the WORC to measure QoL in patients
with rotator cuff disorders. All studies were evaluated according to the current guidelines for crosscultural adaptations and measurement properties. Data extraction and ratings of adherence to the
guidelines were conducted by two independent reviewers.
Results: The search retrieved 13 studies that met the inclusion criteria. According to the
recommended guidelines for cross-cultural adaptations, 8 studies performed 100% of the steps, 2
studies performed 80% of the steps and 3 studies used previously translated measures. When
evaluating the studies’ psychometric properties based on the quality criteria, none of the studies
reported all recommended measurement properties. 100% of studies reported the measurement
property of reproducibility (reliability), but none of the studies reported reproducibility (agreement).
Internal consistency was fully reported according by 15% of studies. 30% of studies reported
construct validity. Overall, the study by St-Pierre et al. was the most successful in fully reporting
100% of the cross-cultural adaption guidelines and 83% of the quality criteria.
Conclusions: Although the majority of studies demonstrated proper adaptation procedures, testing
of the measurement properties were inadequate. It is recommended that the current adapted versions
of the WORC undergo further testing before use in clinical practise, and researchers continue to
adapt the WORC for different cultures as it proves to be an appropriate instrument for assessing
rotator cuff pathology.
Key words: rotator cuff disorders; translation; psychometric properties; WORC; quality of life;
patient reported outcomes; shoulder; rotator cuff tear

1.1
A version of this work has been accepted for journal publication: Furtado R, MacDermid JC
Nazari, G., Bryant DM, Faber K, and Athwal G Cross-cultural adaptions and measurement
properties of the WORC (Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index): a systematic review. Health
and Quality of Life Outcomes. (2019)
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Introduction
Shoulder pain is one of the most commonly reported musculoskeletal problems that result in
the restriction of work and/or social activities.1-3 Rotator cuff disorders (RCDs) are the most
common causes of shoulder pain, as chronic tendon degeneration of the cuff results in a loss of
tendon integrity that ranges from partial to massive tears.3 RCDs are highly prevalent in males, and
more frequent in working individuals over the age of 60.2,3 Overall, untreated RCDs eventually lead
to the loss of quality of life
(QoL).1-3
Measuring QoL can help to determine prognosis and evaluate treatment outcomes in patients
with RCDs.2-4 In order to estimate QoL, self-reporting through patient reported outcomes (PROs)1-4
is required. The Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (WORC), developed by Kirkley et al is one of
the most validated disease-specific questionnaires to measure QoL in patients with RCD.5 The
WORC focuses on 5 domains; 1) pain and physical symptoms, 2) sports and recreation, 3) work, 4)
lifestyle, and 5) emotions. The WORC has 21 items that respondents answer on a visual analogue
scale, with anchors of “no pain/difficulty and extreme pain/difficulty”. Items chosen for the WORC
were derived from a variety of published health status scales, discussions with healthcare
professionals, and interviews with a variety of patients with rotator cuff pathology.4-7
While there are a variety of PROs for evaluating and detecting changes in a patient’s clinical
condition over time, most were developed in English.6-8 Due to the increasing globalization and
importance of using these tools across cultures, researchers have been directed towards the
translation of these outcome measures.6,7 The availability of PROs for different cultures is not only
economical but can facilitate future comparisons among different populations; as long as the
translated equivalent is successful.8 Therefore, PROs need to be accurately translated, cross–
culturally adapted and assessed for their psychometric measurement properties.7,8
For an adapted measure to be applied to the intended population, careful attention to word
change and question structure is required.6-8 The cross-cultural adaption process, verifies the
equivalence with the original version and resolves any cultural or health differences amongst
countries.6,9 Additionally, it is also important to evaluate the psychometric properties of the adapted
10

measure.9,10 Evaluation after translation can verify if the adapted measure retains the psychometric
properties of the original, as discrepancies between cultures can influence the results.6,8-10
Therefore, guidelines have been developed to help researchers critically analyze these studies.6,10-12
Although the WORC has strong psychometric properties 1,2,13 in an English context, there is
a concern regarding the cross-cultural adaptation procedures and measurement properties when
translated. Therefore, this systematic review aims to evaluate the translations, cross-cultural
adaptation procedures and measurement properties of the WORC, when adapted for different
cultures.

Methods
Study Selection
We conducted a systematic review of studies that addressed the translation process and
psychometric testing of the WORC in different cultures. The systematic searches were performed in
the following key electronic databases: MEDLINE (Ovid), EMBASE, EBSCO- Host (CINAHL),
and Google Scholar. Search terms and Boolean operators (AND or OR) used were: Western
Ontario Rotator Cuff Index AND validation OR translation OR cross-cultural adaption AND
different languages (e.g., German). The searches were not limited by language or publication date.
The final search was May 13, 2018.
Inclusion Criteria
Studies were considered eligible for inclusion if they assessed a cross-cultural adaption of
the WORC and its measurement properties in a specific language. Studies must be published as a
full manuscript in a peer – reviewed journal. Thesis/dissertations, books and abstracts from
conferences were excluded. There were no language restrictions.
Data Extraction and Analysis
Demographics of each study were extracted to include information on patient age, sex, and
pathology. Data regarding the translation and cross-cultural adaptation were extracted to assess each
design. The translation methods for each study were classified according to the Guidelines for the
11

process of Cross-Cultural Adaption of Self-report Measures11. These cross-cultural adaption
guidelines state an accurate translation must include an initial translation, synthesis of translations,
back-translations, reviews by the expert committee and the pre-test version of the instrument. We
also extracted data relating to the measurement properties of each study. These measurement
properties were evaluated according to the Quality Criteria for Measurement Properties of Health
Status Questionnaires10. This quality criteria evaluates: construct validity, internal consistency,
reproducibility (agreement and reliability), agreement, responsiveness and ceiling and floor effects.
Other measurement properties such as content validity and interpretability are only relevant to the
development of original questionnaires, and therefore, not relevant to the scope of this review.
Additionally, item criterion validity is measured when there is a gold standard of criteria available
for comparison. 6 Shoulder assessments do not have a gold standard criteria for item selection,
therefore, this property was excluded from the review. Tables were used to describe both the quality
of testing and clinimetric results. This approach has been frequently used in a variety of systematic
reviews for health–related questionnaires.6-8
Data extraction and ratings were performed by the first author (R.F.) and then reviewed by
an independent reviewer (G.N.). Any disagreements between the rater and independent reviewer
were discussed to reach a consensus.

Results
From the search strategies, 114 studies were retrieved but only 13 met eligibility criteria.
The 13 versions represent 10 different languages/cultures; Chinese14, Dutch15,16,17, FrenchCanadian13, Japanese18, Norwegian19, Persian20, Portuguese-Brazilian 21,22, Spanish23, Swedish24 and
Turkish25. There was more than one study reporting clinimetric testing of the Dutch15-17 and
Portuguese-Brazilian21,22. All Dutch versions were conducted independently; Wiertsema et al
reported on the reproducibility and translations of the WORC15, Wessel et al reported on the
reliability, reproducibility and cognitive interviewing of creating a conceptually equivalent
version16 and de Witte et al reported on the reliability and responsiveness of the WORC17. The
Portuguese-Brazilian versions were conducted by the same group of researchers, however, one
study focused on only the cross-cultural adaption process22 and the other study focused on the
evaluation of the psychometric properties21.
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Table 1 shows the demographic characteristics of the respective populations tested in the 13
studies. All studies included both male and female participants. While the literature recommends a
minimum sample size of 100 patients, there are some exceptions. 35 For example, when evaluating
content validity with qualitative methods, a sample size under 100 is justified.35 In this review, all
studies except the Portuguese –Brazilian21 study (n=30) had more than 50 patients. Patients were
treated for a partial or a full rotator cuff tear, tendinopathy, impingement syndrome or calcific
tendonitis.
Table 2 describes the ratings of the cross-cultural adaptions according to the Guidelines for
the Process of Cross-Cultural Adaptions of Self-Report measures11. From the 13 eligible studies, 10
studies performed 100% of all the recommended cross-cultural adaption guidelines when
performing the initial step of translation.13-16,18-20,22,23,25 These 10 studies also performed 100% of all
recommended cross-cultural adaptation guidelines for the step of synthesis.13-16,18-20,22,23,25 9 studies
performed 100% of the back-translation step according to the cross-cultural adaption guidelines.1316,18-20,23,25

The Portuguese-Brazilian22 study performed 50% of the back-translation step according

to cross-cultural adaptation guidelines, as they did not have two translators in the process. 10
studies performed 100% of the cross-cultural adaption guidelines for the step of expert committee
review. 13-16,18-20,22,23,25 9 studies performed 100% of the cross-cultural adaption guidelines for the
step of pre-testing.13-16,19,20,22,23,25 The Japanese18 study performed 50% of the cross-cultural adaption
guidelines for the step of pre-testing, as they did not provide the sample size used for pilot testing
their questionnaire. 3 studies17,21,24 used pre-translated versions of their questionnaires and therefore,
did not report the translation process. 12 out of 13 studies13-25 used translation guidelines proposed
by Guillemin, Bombardier and Beaton11. While, the Turkish25 study referred to the guidelines by
Acquadro C, Jambon B, Ellis D, and Marquis P. 27
Table 3 presents the ratings of the evaluated measurement properties according to the
Quality Criteria for Measurement Properties of Health Status Questionnaire10 for each study.
Overall, 12 studies evaluated the measurement property of reliability.13-20,22-25 These 12 studies
followed 100% of the quality criteria for measuring reliability; using test re-test and Cronbach’s
alpha respectively. The measurement property of agreement was not adequately evaluated in any of
the studies. 62% of studies13-16,18,19,24,25 were rated as having a doubtful design, as only 50% of the
quality criteria was followed. This meant that these studies had designs where the minimal
13

important change (MIC) was not defined and there were no convincing arguments that stated
agreement to be acceptable. These studies reported agreement through standard error of the mean
(SEM) or minimal detectable change (MDC) values, instead of MIC values. 30% of studies17,20,21,23
did not provide any information or evaluate the measurement property of agreement in their study.
Only the French-Canadian and Swedish studies13,23 followed 100% of the quality criteria when
measuring the property of internal consistency. 10 studies14-17,18-21,24,25 performed 50% of the steps
according to the quality criteria, as they did not include a factor analysis. Only the French-Canadian
study13 was able to follow 100% of the quality criteria when evaluating the measurement property
of responsiveness. 4 studies14,18,19,24 followed only 50% of the recommended quality criteria to
evaluate the property of responsiveness. These studies had designs in which the smallest detectable
change group was bigger than the MIC OR the MIC and/or limits of agreement (LOA) were less
than 1.96. Furthermore, 5 studies did not report the measurement property of responsiveness. 5
studies followed 100% of the quality criteria steps when evaluating construct validity.13,14,18,19,23 7
studies did not evaluate or report the measurement property of construct validity.15,16,17,20,21,24,25 The
Chinese14, Norwegian19 , Swedish24, Dutch16 and French-Canadian13 studies followed 100% of the
quality criteria for assessing the measurement property of ceiling or floor effects. The Persian
study20 followed 50% of the quality criteria when measuring ceiling and floor effects, as more than
15% of the respondents achieved the highest or lowest possible scores, despite having an adequate
design and method. 54% of studies did not report any floor or ceiling effects. 15,18,21-23,25

Discussion
This systematic review evaluated the cross-cultural adaption procedures and measurement
properties reported in 13 adapted versions of the WORC13-25. Overall, the key findings of this
review demonstrate that regardless of adaption methods, there is a lack of clinimetric testing in the
majority of translated versions. Therefore, further validation of these adapted measures is needed to
ensure they are able to measure the intended construct.

The primary outcome of the WORC is to evaluate disability related to RCDs and its effects
on health-related quality of life.5 Therefore, the intended patient population includes acute rotator
cuff tendinitis, rotator cuff tendinosis with no tear, partial and full thickness tears and rotator cuff
tear arthropathy.5 While the majority of studies in this review recruited from this spectrum, some
14

studies included calcific tendonitis.15-17 It is important to highlight that calcific tendonitis does not
fall under the scope of rotator cuff pathology, as it occurs from cell-mediated calcification inside the
tendon. This can lead to patients experiencing extreme symptoms of pain and impingement,
therefore, being confused with rotator cuff tear or impingement syndrome. 30 While the co-existence
of calcific tendonitis with rotator cuff tear is not uncommon, calcific tendonitis is a nondegenerative condition that does not result in the tendon becoming torn or pathologic.30,31 Since the
WORC is specific to rotator cuff pathology, inclusion of these patients hinder the homogeneity of
the sample. Therefore, researchers should always recruit study populations that preserve the
intended meaning of the outcome measure.32
One issue that made the ratings less certain, was the lack of detail provided for the crosscultural adaption processes used in the individual studies. Five studies16,18,20,22,24 in this review
provided a brief explanation of the translation processes. The Dutch16 and Portuguese-Brazilian
studies22 assessed content validity by using cognitive interviewing. The results from the interviews
demonstrated that the adapted WORC was only a reliable measure for patients, once cultural
modifications had been applied to the individual items. Therefore, it is highly recommended to
provide all relevant details of the translation process and discuss all issues that may have occurred,
so that future researchers can anticipate when translating. In order to ensure items fit the context of
the culture, many researchers will change individual words or sentence structure. For example, the
Chinese study14 noted issues with translations of item 17. As most families in China are traditional,
the term “rough-housing or horsing around” is inapplicable and had to be modified to the Chinese
culture. Therefore, while researchers modify items that do not fit the context or culture of the target
population, it must be done carefully to ensure that content validity is retained.
The back-translation step is often overlooked, but is critical according to the International
Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) ’s guidelines.33 Currently there is
little agreement on how the back translation should be performed, but one of the translators should
be of the origin language. This is to limit the amount of words or phrases that may not respect the
speech patterns or colloquialisms of the target culture. For example, since there are a variety of
dialects in Portuguese, the Portuguese-Brazilian version would have to be translated again to be
used in Europe. ISPOR guidelines recommend that health-related PROs use conceptual translations,
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as they deal with subjective terms.33 Therefore, researchers should adapt accordingly to maintain
the intended meaning of the construct.15,16,26

Reliability was evaluated in all studies and performed correctly according to the quality
criteria. All studies in this review reported an Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) value of over
0.70, which the quality criteria rates as excellent.11 However, only the French–Canadian13,
Japanese18 and Dutch15 studies provided the type of ICC model and/or gave a description of the
confidence interval used. Reporting the type of ICCs used is important to distinguish results that
maybe under - or overestimated. According to the quality criteria, reliability established by
McGraw and Wong is preferred as systematic differences are considered to be part of the
measurement error.11,34 The quality criteria also defines reliability by having an adequate
measurement interval.11 Therefore, a time period between the repeated administrations should be
long enough to prevent recall, but short enough to ensure that clinical change has not occurred.
Generally, 1 to 2 weeks is appropriate, but there could be reasons to choose otherwise.11 Some
studies 13,20,21 in this review had a time interval that was too long or not long enough. However, they
were able to justify that due to participants starting rehabilitation immediately after their initial
evaluation, researchers needed to either extend or shorten the time intervals to maintain consistency.
Therefore, it is important for studies to describe and justify their time period to ensure that patients
have not been changed on the construct that is being measured.28

Agreement is another important measurement property that further evaluates the degree of
which repeated measures applied to patients provide similar answers. It is easier to clinically
interpret than the property of reliability, and provides the absolute error of measurement.11 In this
review, no study was able to fully evaluate agreement according to the quality criteria. The quality
criteria recommend that studies should determine the MIC value because distribution-based
methods do not provide a good indication of the importance of the observed change; however,
studies in this review only report MDC values.6,11 Ideally, studies should test reproducibility by
assessing both reliability (relative error of measure) and agreement (absolute error of measure). 6

According to the quality criteria, responsiveness is a measure of longitudinal validity, and
should be able to distinguish clinically important change from measurement error.11 Responsiveness
16

was assessed by 6 studies13,14,17-19,24 and only the French- Canadian13 and Dutch 17 studies reported
responsiveness at 100% according to the quality criteria. These studies were able to report MIC
values that were greater than the SDC, which were consistent with Kirkley et al.5 However, it is
important to note that there is more than one way to evaluate responsiveness according to the
quality criteria. The area under the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve (AUC), which
measures the ability to distinguish patients who have and have not changed according to an external
criterion, is also acceptable. An AUC value of at least 0.70 is considered to be adequate.11
Therefore, researchers should always try to find a way to report the responsiveness in order to
certify that the translated measures can detect patient improvement.

Ceiling and floor effects are another important measurement property according to the
quality criteria.11 Ceiling or floor effects are present if more than 15% of patients achieve the lowest
or highest possible score, respectively. In this review, only 6 studies13,14,16,19,20,24 reported testing for
ceiling and floor effects. If ceiling or floor effects were present, content validity, reliability and
responsiveness are all negatively impacted.6-8 This indicates that the highest and lowest scores
cannot be distinguished from each other, and changes cannot be measured in these patients.
Therefore, reporting floor or ceiling effects verifies if the translated measures would fail to detect
patient improvement or deterioration.6
Construct validity was performed according to quality criteria in only 5 studies.13,14,18,19,23
These studies formulated hypotheses concerning the concepts measured. The most important feature
of construct validity is to formulate hypotheses  priori, and to specify the direction of the expected
correlation and its magnitude. Stating the hypothesis is crucial, otherwise the risk of bias is high,
and it would be easier to develop an alternative explanation for the low correlations, than to admit
that the construct validity has been compromised.6,11
This review demonstrates that there were many inconsistencies with some of the reported
measurement properties in the various adaptions of the WORC. In the systematic review of the
cross-cultural adaption and measurement properties of the McGill Pain Questionnaire8, it was
observed that many properties were either not evaluated or inappropriately measured. This was also
similar to findings of a systematic review that looked at cross-cultural adaptions and measurement
17

properties of various shoulders outcomes in Portuguese.6 The lack of appropriately testing these
measures creates challenges for researchers and clinicians. The goal with adapting validated PROs
is to achieve equivalence. Therefore, researchers must focus on maximizing both the linguistic,
cultural and structural system of health-related measurements.6 By developing culturally equivalent
versions of these instruments, we can promote the exchange of information from studies across
different cultures, without constantly having to create new PROs.6-8 Therefore, following the proper
guidelines for cross-cultural adaptations and for testing measurement properties is critical.
Based on the findings from this review, the French-Canadian study13 had performed 5 out of
6 steps at 100% according the quality criteria, and 100% of all recommended steps of the crosscultural adaption guidelines. However, just because a study received the highest number of positive
ratings, does not necessarily mean it is the best outcome measure. Ratings depend on the
availability of information and the quality of reporting on the assessment. For example, newer
outcome measures may have many indeterminate ratings of measurement properties, as they are yet
to be evaluated. Furthermore, it is important to note that there is no overall quality score with these
guidelines10,11, is often done in systematic reviews of randomized clinical trials. Having an overall
quality score assumes that all measurement properties are equally important, which is not always
true. A successful outcome measure requires a variety of different qualities with respect to
reproducibility and responsiveness.11 In particular, evaluative PROs such as the WORC, require a
high level of agreement to be able to measure important changes, which was lacking in the present
studies.11
Overall, limitations of this study lie within the inclusion criteria, as this review was limited
to the use of peer-reviewed journal articles only. This excluded original versions of dissertations
and theses with unpublished data regarding measurement properties. Additionally, only articles
published in English were used for this review, and therefore the German29 translated version of the
WORC was excluded. This was to avoid discrepancies that could arise from inaccurate translations
of German to English.
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Conclusion
Researchers should follow recommended guidelines when trying to adapt questionnaires for
different cultures. Further validation of the adapted versions of the WORC is required before use in
clinical practice.
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Table 1. Demographic and clinometric characteristics of the study populations from each study.
Study Country

Year

Sample

Mean

size(n)

(SD) age

%female

%male

Shoulder condition

(Language)
China (Chinese)14

2017

152

47.3 (9.5)

44.4

55.6

RC disorders that needed arthroscopic
surgery

2013

Partial or full thickness RC rupture,
calcific tendonitis, or RC tendinopathy

Netherlands

52

54.2(9.7)

58

42

57

53

47

53

(Dutch) 15
Netherlands

2013

RC tear, calcific tendonitis,
impingement/tendinosis/

(Dutch) 16
tendonitis
Netherlands

2012

92

55(8.7)

53

47

RC tear, calcific tendonitis,
impingement

(Dutch) 17
Canada

2015

87

49.7 (12.4)

34.5

65.6

Tendinopathy, full or partial thickness
RC tear

(French –
Canadian) 13
Japan (Japanese)

2013

75

63.4

43

57

Impingement syndrome, tendinopathy,
partial or full thickness RC tear

18

Norway

(11.1)
2008

74

51(11)

64

36

Shoulder pain or full-thickness rotator
cuff tear

(Norwegian)
19

Iran (Persian) 20

2009

120

46.7

45.6

48.7

Rotator cuff tendonitis, rotator cuff
tendinosis with no tear, partial tear or

(15.4)

full-thickness tear

20

Poland (Polish)29

2018

69

55.5

29

71

Had to be operated for rotator cuff
disorders

Brazil

2008

100

56.7 (10.8)

69

31

(Portuguese-

Tendinopathy, full or partial thickness
RC tear

Brazilian) 21
Brazil

2006

30

55.1 (10.8)

46.7

53.3

(PortugueseBrazilian)

Tendinopathy, full or partial thickness
RC tear

22

Spain (Spanish) 23

2015

60

57(12.3)

44

56

Tendinopathy, full or partial thickness
RC tear

Sweden
(Swedish)

2016

65

60

42

58

24

Turkey

Surgery for subacromial pain condition
or RC disorder

2006

72

54.9 (9.9)

75

25

Impingement syndrome, full or partial
RC tears

(Turkish) 25
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Table 2. Cross-cultural adaptions of the WORC into different languages that used the translationbased approach related to the guidelines for the Process of Cross-Cultural Adaption of Self-Report
Measures
Studies

Translation

Synthesis

China14

+

+

Dutch 15

+

Dutch 16

Back
translation

Expert
committee
review

Pretesting

+

+

+

+

+

+

?

+

+

+

+

+

Dutch 17

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

French –
Canadian 13

+

+

+

+

+

Japanese18

+

+

+

+

?

Norwegian 19

+

+

+

+

+

Persian 20

+

+

+

+

+

Polish29

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

PortugueseBrazilian 21

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

PortugueseBrazilian22

+

+

?

+

+

Spanish 23

+

+

+

+

+

Swedish 24

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Turkish 25

+

+

+

+

+

N/A = not applicable – The cross-cultural adaptions was not performed, only the clinometric tests. Questionnaires used
in these studies have been previously translated. += positive rating; - = negative rating; 0= no information available;
?=unclear
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Table 3. Measurement properties of the WORC adapted into different languages related to the
Quality Criteria for Measurement Properties of Health Status Questionnaires.

Reproducibility

Reproducibility
(Reliability)

Internal
Consistency

Construct
Validity

Ceiling and
floor
effects

Studies

(Agreement)

Responsiveness

China14

?

+

?

?

+

+

Dutch 15

?

+

?

0

0

0

Dutch 16

?

+

?

0

0

+

Dutch 17

0

+

?

+

?

+

French –
Canadian 13

?

+

+

+

+

+

Japanese18

?

+

?

?

+

0

Norwegian 19

?

+

?

?

+

+

Persian 20

0

+

?

0

0

-

Polish29

0

+

?

+

+

+

PortugueseBrazilian 21

0

+

?

0

0

0

PortugueseBrazilian22

0

0

0

0

0

0

Spanish 23

0

+

+

0

+

0

Swedish 24

?

+

?

-

0

+

Turkish 25

?

+

?

0

0

0

N/A = not applicable – The cross-cultural adaptions was not performed, only the clinometric tests.
Questionnaires used in these studies have been previously translated. += positive rating; - = negative rating;
0= no information available; ?=unclear
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of literature search.
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Gaps in current knowledge
Based on our literature review and by comparing against previously published work on the clinical
measurement properties of the Short-WORC, we found the following gaps in the literature.
1) The content of the Short-WORC has never been formally assessed for content validity. It is
always best practice to know the content of the PRO that a clinician is going to use, and to
understand whether the items cover concepts that are important to patients.
2) The reliability (reproducibility) of the Short-WORC has not been sufficiently explored in a
prospective patient population for RCDs.
3) The validity (criterion and construct) and responsiveness of the Short-WORC has not been
evaluated in a prospective patient population for RCDs.
Research question
Does the Short-WORC exhibit sufficient psychometric properties when evaluated in a population of
RCDs?
Objectives
The overall objective of this thesis was to evaluate the psychometric properties of the Shortened
Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index. Based on the research gaps identified in the previous sections
the specific objectives are as follows:
1) To perform a comprehensive systematic review of the literature and summarize the crosscultural adaptions and the evidence that is available on the psychometric properties of the
WORC.
2) To evaluate the internal consistency and reproducibility of the Short-WORC for rotator cuff
pathology.
3) To evaluate the content validity of the Short-WORC for rotator cuff pathology.
4) To evaluate the cross-sectional construct validity, longitudinal construct validity and
sensitivity to change of the Short-WORC for rotator cuff pathology.
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Thesis Overview
The following chapters will discuss the evaluation process of the Short-WORC. In Chapter 2, we
will focus on the reliability of the Short-WORC, specifically looking at the reproducibility
(reliability and agreement) parameters and the floor and ceiling effects in a prospective population.
Chapter 3 will focus on the evaluation of validity (construct and longitudinal) of the Short-WORC
in the population. In Chapter 4, we explore content validity of the Short-WORC through cognitive
interviewing. This will fulfill the proposed objectives and overall research question. Finally,
Chapter 5 will conclude with the discussion and overview of the overall work. This will further
discuss the strengths, limitations, clinical and research implications, and future directions of this
work.
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Chapter 2: Evaluating the reproducibility of the short version of the
Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (Short-WORC) prospectively

Abstract
Background: Recently, a shorter version of the Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (ShortWORC) was created to reduce patient response burden. However, it has yet to evaluated
prospectively for reproducibility (reliability and agreement). Secondary outcome is to assess the
floor and ceiling effects.
Methods: Patients (n=162) with rotator cuff disorders (RCDs) completed the Short-WORC at
baseline and 3 months follow up (n=51). From this cohort, 47 patients underwent test-retest
reliability within 2-7 days. Cronbach’s alpha (a) was used to determine internal consistency and
ICC2,1 for test-retest reliability. To evaluate parameters of agreement, standard error of
measurement (SEM), minimal detectable change (MDC90) and Bland Altman plots were used.
Results: Cronbach’s alpha was 0.82 at baseline and 0.87 at 3 months follow up. The ICC 2,1 was
0.87. The agreement parameters were 8.4 for SEM agreement, 19.5 for MDC90 individual and 1.7
for MDC90 group. Limits of agreement fell within the range of 23.8, -22.9. No floor or ceiling
effects were present.
Conclusions: The Short –WORC demonstrated strong reproducibility parameters and can be used
for patients with RCDs. Wider LOA is expected for individual patient assessment, when using the
Short-WORC. While it is critical to evaluate the reproducibility of an instrument, other properties
such as the validity of the Short-WORC requires further evaluation.
Level of Evidence: Level II
Keywords: Rotator cuff disorders, reproducibility, agreement, reliability
A version of this work has been submitted for journal publication: Furtado R, MacDermid JC,
Bryant DM, Faber K, and Athwal G. Evaluating the reproducibility of the short version of the
Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (Short-WORC) prospectively. Journal of Shoulder and Elbow
Surgeons (2019)
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Introduction
Rotator cuff disorders (RCDs) are the most common cause of impairment and activity
limitation, resulting in a loss of quality of life.1 The prevalence of partial and full-thickness rotator
cuff tears is greater than 60% in symptomatic patients over the age of 60.1,2 Therefore, the primary
goal of both surgery and rehabilitation is to improve the function and QoL in patients with RCDs.1

Recently, a shorter version of the Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (Short-WORC) was
adapted from its original format, to evaluate QoL in patients with RCDs. Through theoretical and
clinical principles supported with a factor analysis, the WORC was reduced from twenty-one items
to seven items from the domains of work and lifestyle. 3,4 The Short-WORC consists of a smaller
number of items that focus on activity limitations, and generates a single summary score without 5
domain scores generated by the original version of the WORC. 5 In 2012, Razmjou et al found
strong psychometric properties for the Short-WORC, and suggested that it reduces response
burden.3 Shortly after, Dewan et al., found excellent reliability, validity and responsiveness when
extracting scores from the full WORC.1,6 This collection of work suggests that the Short-WORC
has excellent psychometric properties when compared to the full WORC and other patient-reported
outcomes (PROs).5 However, there are no studies that have prospectively evaluated the
reproducibility (reliability and agreement) of the Short-WORC . 1,3,6
Reproducibility measures the extent to which similar results are obtained from repeated
assessments. Furthermore, reproducibility is a broad term that incorporates the parameters of both
reliability and agreement.7-9 Reliability focuses on the degree to which test scores are consistent,
dependable, repeatable, and to a degree, free of measurement error. Reliability can be further
investigated through internal consistency (cross-sectional reliability) and test-retest reliability
(longitudinal reliability).7-9 Additionally, the property of agreement focuses on measurement error
and evaluates the proximity of scores derived from repeated measurements. Agreement is
investigated through absolute reliability coefficients (standard error of the measurement, minimal
detectable change) and Bland Altman (BA) plots. 9,10
PROs must demonstrate both reliability for discriminative applications, and agreement to
discern real change from error.7,10 Therefore, it is critical to examine both reliability and agreement
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in outcome measures.1 Thus, the purpose of this study was to evaluate reproducibility (internal
consistency, test-retest reliability and agreement) of the Short-WORC in a prospective patient
population with RCDs.

Methods
Study Design
The reproducibility (internal consistency, test-retest reliability and agreement) of the Short-WORC
was assessed through a prospective cohort of patients undergoing treatment at the Roth McFarlane
Hand and Upper Limb Centre, at St. Joseph’s Health Care London, London, Canada. Ethics
approval was granted by the Western University Research Ethics Board.
Participants
Prospective data collection of patients over the age of 18 years and diagnosed at the Hand and
Upper Limb Centre with a rotator cuff disorder were eligible for the study. Patients who had upper
extremity fractures, adhesive capsulitis, shoulder instability, infection, tumors, labral, cartilage, and
ligamentous tears were excluded from the study. Patients (n=162) with completed individual items
scored on the Short-WORC at baseline and n= 51 at 3 months follow up were included. Out of the
162 patients at baseline, 47 stable participants were retested within 2-7 days for test-retest
reliability.
We expect to obtain test-retest reliability and internal consistency (ICC) of 0.90 as shown in
previous studies1,29. Therefore, the sample size required to determine whether the reliability of the
Short-WORC exceeds 0.95 CI around a power of 0.80.30
Outcome Measures
The 7 item Short-WORC was originally shortened and validated by Razmjou et al, from the
domains of work and lifestyle.3 The Short-WORC total score can range from 0 (best possible score)
to 700 (worst possible score). The percentage score is obtained from the sum of the raw item scores,
divided by 700 and multiplied by 100. This generates a score between 0 (poor QoL) to 100 (high
QoL) percent. The Short-WORC cannot be scored if items are missing. 3,5
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Statistical Analysis
Data was assessed for completeness, percentage of missing data, presence of outliers and floor and
ceiling effects. The data set was tested for normality, however, showed to be non-normal. However,
according to the central limit theorem, the distribution of means from any non-normal distribution
can still be considered approximately normal as long as samples (n) are larger than 30 participants.
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Therefore, we used parametric statistics for our analysis as our sample is greater than 30

participants.
SPSS version 24 (IBM, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) software was used for data analysis and a p-value
of < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Floor and ceiling effects (F/C effects)
The floor and ceiling effects (F/C effects) were calculated by the percentage of patients whose total
score fell between 0 and 10 (minimal scores) and 90 to 100 (maximal scores). As suggested by
McHorney and Ware, F/C effects are defined by using a cut-off of 15%.11 Therefore, F/C effects
were considered to exist if >15% of participants scored minimal or maximal total scores.
Reliability
Internal consistency is defined as the extent to which items in the questionnaire are correlated with
each other, when assessed at one point in time.12 Cronbach’s alpha was calculated with a 95% CI to
assess internal consistency at baseline and at three months of follow up. An alpha of 0.70-0.90 was
deemed as having excellent internal consistency.
Test-retest reliability (longitudinal reliability) measures the extent to which consistent results are
obtained at test and retest occasions in stable subjects.13 A value of 0.70- 0.80 is deemed
appropriate for comparison in research, and over 0.90 for clinical interpretation. 12,21 Test-retest
scores were analyzed using a 2-way mixed model with absolute agreement to produce an intra-class
correlation (ICC2,1), with a 95% CI for a single measure. 14,15 An ICC of 0.80 was considered as a
minimum standard for good reliability in this study.1,14
Statistical hypothesis
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We expect that the Short-WORC will demonstrate excellent internal consistency (Cronbach’s
alpha) and test-retest reliability (ICC2,1) > 0.80 and > 0.90, respectively.
Agreement parameters
Absolute reliability was assessed by calculating a standard error of measurement (SEM) and
minimal detectable change (MDC90) statistic. The SEM was calculated using the following
equation16:

SEMagreement = Standard Deviationpooled x √1-ICC2,1 agreement;
where Standard Deviationpooled (SDpooled)= SDtest + SDretest /2

Assuming that our data verifies the two required assumptions for estimation of MDC90 (i.e., no
systematic bias and normally distributed data), we used SEM to calculate the MDC90, using the
following equation1,9:
MDC90 = 1.64 X SEMabsolute agreement x √2.
SEM provides the estimate of measurement error in the same units as the original measurement and
MDC90 is the minimum amount of change which is required to be 90% confident that a change has
occurred over a period of time without measurement error.9 The 95% CI for MDC90 was calculated
by1,9:
95% CI for MDC90 = d ± MDC90, as “d” is the mean difference.
To calculate the real change over time between groups of patients, we calculated for MDCgroup,
using the formula 1,16,17:
MDCgroup = MDC90 / √n x 1.64, where n = sample size of group.
Smaller SEM and MDC values indicate smaller measurement error.9
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Bland Altman Plot (BA plot)
The BA plots were used for plotting the difference between scores at time one and two of the testretest period against their mean score for the two points with 95% limits of agreement (LOA). The
BA plots produces an image of the results that can be used to evaluate systematic variability (bias),
the present of outliers, and homoscedasticity. 18-20

Results
The demographics of the study population are presented in Table 1.
Reliability
There were no floor or ceiling effects. Internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha (CI 95%)) was
excellent at the baseline assessment n=162 (0.82) and three months postoperatively n=51 (0.87).
Test-retest reliability
Test-retest reliability was excellent (ICC 2,1=0.87).
Agreement parameters
Reported values for the SEMagreement (8.4), MDC90 (19.5) and MDC90group (1.7) are reported in Table
3.
Bland Altman plot (BA plot)
The 95% LOA for test-retest scores are presented in Table 2. Visual inspection shows the random
scatter of most points to be within the 95% LOA and represents negligible systematic bias between
scores for the Short-WORC (see Figure 1).

Discussion
This study demonstrated excellent reliability and agreement properties for the Short-WORC
when administered to a group of patients with RCDs. Our findings provide strong evidence to
support the finding of previous studies that assessed these properties retrospectively.1,3 Together,
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this collection of studies suggests that the Short-WORC is sufficiently reproducible such that
clinicians can have confidence in the stability of patient scores. 1,3,6 when making decisions about
patient quality of life and changes in quality of life
In this study, we did not observe floor or ceiling effects, which is also consistent with
previously published work1,3,6 suggesting, that the Short-WORC is well suited to detect both
improvement and worsening in the RCD population. The internal consistency (0.82) was both
acceptable and similar to that reported by Razmjou et al. (0.89), and Dewan et al. (0.84) at baseline
1,3

and comparable to the Cronbach’s alpha (0.85-0.92) of the original WORC depending on the

translation.22-24 Because it is suggested that values exceeding 0.90 indicate redundancy, the ShortWORC may be more efficient than the WORC.1,3
While an ICC of 0.90 or greater can be difficult to obtain, previous literature considers a
measure reliable if the point estimate exceeds 0.75.1,12,21 The ICCs found in this study were similar
to those of previously published work and the WORC.3,22-24 Since the ICC2,1 value (0.87) exceeds
the benchmark of 0.75, our study provides strong evidence that the Short-WORC has excellent
reliability across multiple contexts. Based on our narrow CI, we can be confident that our estimate
is precise and exceeds minimum expectations.
The SEMagreement of 8.4 for the Short-WORC reported in our study, indicated that there was a
68% chance (1 + SEM) that true scores of Short-WORC for an individual assessed at a single point
in time lies within 8.4 points of the measured score. We have used the ICC2,1 absolute agreement to
calculate SEM instead of Cronbach’s alpha, and did not choose to use Cronbach’s alpha to estimate
SEM. Instead, we used SEMagreement to compute MDC,1,12,25 as it expresses the measurement error
through the systematic difference between test and retest scores, which are otherwise ignored with
SEMconsistency. 25
The MDC90 of the Short-WORC implies that if the individual’s score on the Short-WORC
has changed by at least 19.5 points, the clinician can be confident that true change (over and above
questionnaire error) has occurred. In comparison to the WORC (17.8)1, we see that the MDC values
are higher for the Short-WORC (19.5). This could be a result of fewer items in the Short-WORC,
therefore, producing greater variability.
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The low value of the MDCgroup indicates that the Short-WORC is an excellent measure of
change within a group of patients. When comparing both the MDC90 values (individual vs group),
the Short-WORC is better at measuring change for a group of patients than the individual.26 As
shown in the literature, a smaller value of the MDC90group than the MDC90individual aligns with
agreement parameters reported for other patient reported outcome measures. This is an expected
finding since the MDC90group’s formula is dependent on the square root of the sample size, unlike
the MDC90individual which is dependent on the square root of 2 and the error band around the mean
difference of two measurements. This is further evident as the group effect will always average out
any differences that would be normally highlighted in the individual effect. Therefore, the
variability will always be higher for the MDC90invidiual compared to the MDC90group. However,
measuring both group and individual is important to assure that the measure is reliable when
assessing an individual patient over an interval of test-retest, and over a period of time between
groups of patients after an intervention.1,7
The LOA on BA plots are known to represent the interval within which repeated measures
would be expected to fall 95% of the time. The wide 95% LOA (23.8, -22.9) reported in our study
reflects large within individual variability and hence limited usefulness of measures for individual
comparisons. We used the retest assessment of 2-7 days as a stable time-period for patients, as it is
long enough to prevent recall bias but short enough to expect that no clinical change has occurred
since RCDs are a chronic condition. This interval was sufficient according to other previous
literature, but can allow some potential for circumstances to de-stabilize the patient’s condition.1
Our assumption of considering one week as the time interval was supported by the results of the BA
plot, indicating a stable time frame.
The negligible mean difference and acceptable agreement of the Short-WORC reported in
the present study, suggests that the Short-WORC can replace the 21-item WORC for both clinical
and research application. However, while there are high values of the LOA (23.8, -22.9), they are
similar to those of the WORC (20.1, -22.7), and our previously published work (22.3, -26.5)1. The
agreement parameters are also in accordance with our previous published work. 1,3,6
Overall, our findings are consistent with values obtained when the Short- WORC was
extracted from its full parent version. Lower internal consistency and wider variations between test40

retest scores reliability can be expected when using abbreviated questionnaires.28 The goal of
shortening the questionnaire is to reduce patient and/or administrative burden while retaining the
conceptual linkage to the intended construct and sufficient psychometric equivalence. Although we
did not directly measure the time, we assumed that patients required less time to complete the 7items of the Short-WORC compared to the 21-items of the original WORC. In this study, only
certain psychometric properties of the Short-WORC were assessed. Therefore, future studies should
evaluate comprehension and construct clarity of the Short-WORC through qualitative studies, and
longitudinal studies of responsiveness. Although our previous work supports the responsiveness of
the Short-WORC, it was conducted using data collected from the original version of the WORC.
Therefore, it is important to understand whether the equivalence between the extracted and isolated
versions of the Short-WORC are consistent. As well, all of the studies to date have been conducted
at specialty shoulder surgery clinics, therefore, assessment in populations of different contexts or
that include a broader spectrum of RCD would clarify whether these measurement properties exist
in multiple contexts of the disorder.

Conclusion
The Short-WORC has an absence of ceiling and floor effects, acceptable internal consistency,
excellent reliability for group comparisons; and suitable, but imperfect confidence in the test-retest
reliability of scores at the level of the individual patient with RCD. While reproducibility data are
essential, data to evaluate the validity and responsiveness of the Short-WORC are still required.
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Table 1. Patient baseline characteristics (n= 162)
Variable

N/percentage

Age in years (mean SD)

(61.2  16.3)162/100

Sex
Males

72 / 44.4

Females

90 / 55.5

Affected shoulder
Left

54 / 33.3

Right

94 / 58.1

Bilateral

14 / 8.6

Occupational
Employed

80/49.4

LOA

12/7.4

Unemployed

10/6.2

Retired

60/37.1
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Table 2. Longitudinal reliability of the Short-WORC
Test-retest reliability
Test mean (SD)

Retest mean (SD)

45.6 (23.9)

45.1 (23.1)

d (SD)

95% CI

95% LOA ICC (95%CI)

0.5 (11.9)

-2.8, 3.4

23.8, -22.9 0.87 (0.79, 0.92)

Table 3. Reproducibility: Agreement parameters of the Short-WORC
SEM agreement

MDC90individual

MDC90group

8.4

19.5

1.7
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d+1.96SD = 23.8

d= 0.5

d-1.96SD = -22.9

Figure 1. Bland Altman Limits of Agreement (LOA) Plot between test and retest of the ShortWORC. n = 51 The central line represents the mean of the individual differences (d) and two lines
to represent the 95% LOA. Differences lie between d + 1.96SD of mean difference.
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Chapter 3: Evaluating the validity and the sensitivity to change of the Short
version of the Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (Short-WORC)
prospectively

Abstract
Background: Recently, a shorter version of the Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (ShortWORC) was created to reduce patient response burden. However, it has yet to be prospectively
evaluated.
Purpose: To evaluate the validity and the sensitivity to change of the Short-WORC with
comparator measures (Simple Shoulder Test; (SST), American Shoulder and Elbow surgeon
shoulder score; (ASES), EQ-5D and Short-form McGill Pain Questionnaire; (SF-MPQ-2) in
patients undergoing rotator cuff repair.
Methods: Patients (n=162) with rotator cuff disorders (RCDs) completed the Short-WORC at
baseline and 3 months (n=72) and 6 months (n=30) follow up appointments. The construct validity
(Pearson correlations), sensitivity to change (effect size), standardized response mean (SRM) and
relative efficiency (RE)) of the Short-WORC were measured.
Results: The Short-WORC was able to discriminate sex difference and between health status at
both the cross-sectional level and at the longitudinal level. The Short-WORC had a moderate
correlation with other comparator measures, [SST (r= 0.55), and SF-MPQ-2 (r= 0.50-0.55)] but also
some weaker correlations with the ASES (r =0.3-0.5) and EQ-5D-5L (r= 0.3-0.55). The ShortWORC demonstrated the ability to measure change at 0-3 months (ES=0.1, SRM=0.1), and at 0-6
months (ES=0.6, SRM=0.6), but the reported scores were lower than the other comparator
measures.
Conclusions: The Short-WORC when measured prospectively is able to discriminate sex and
health status subgroups, and provides some evidence that it can detect change over time. However,
the Short-WORC did not report similar values of sensitivity to change, when compared to other
comparator measures. Therefore, future studies should focus on measuring the Short-WORC in an
all surgical patient population to confirm that it contains the same validity properties as the WORC.

Keywords: Rotator cuff disorders, patient reported outcomes, quality of life, sensitivity to change,
validity
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Introduction
Rotator cuff disorders (RCDs) are the most common cause of a reduced quality of life (QoL)
in upper limb extremities, as they cause impairment and activity limitation in patients over the age
of 60.1 Therefore, patients are directed towards nonsurgical or surgical treatments to improve their
function and QoL.1,2 Clinicians and researchers will often use disease-specific patient reported
outcomes (PROs) to assess patients’ recovery from treatment intervention. The Western Ontario
Rotator Cuff Index (WORC), is one of the most validated disease-specific PROs for patients with
RCDs.3
Recently, a shorter version of the Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (Short-WORC) was
adapted from its parent, to evaluate QoL in patients with RCDs.4,5 The Short-WORC evaluates the
activity limitations that arise from RCDs, and focuses on seven items from the domains of work and
lifestyle. As our previous work shows2,6, the Short-WORC demonstrates strong reliability, validity
and responsiveness properties when the scores were extracted from the full WORC. Furthermore,
the findings suggest that the psychometric properties of the Short-WORC are comparable to the full
WORC and other shoulder patient-reported outcomes (PROs).2,6 However, the previously published
studies on the Short-WORC have yet to evaluate validity and sensitivity to change prospectively or
when administering the actual Short-WORC instead of the parent version.

PROs must demonstrate strong validity when making decisions regarding clinical change
over time.6 Therefore, it is critical to examine all facets of validity to verify that the shortened
version retains the construct of the original. Thus, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the
validity (cross-sectional and longitudinal) of the Short-WORC after 6 months in a prospective
patient population with RCDs.
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Methods
Study Design
The validity of the Short-WORC was assessed through a prospective cohort of patients
undergoing treatment at the Roth|McFarlane Hand and Upper Limb Centre, at St. Joseph’s Health
Care London, London, Canada. Ethics approval was granted by the Western University Research
Ethics Board.
Participants
Patients over the age of 18 years and diagnosed at the Roth | McFarlane Hand and Upper
Limb Centre, with a rotator cuff disorder were eligible for the study. Patients who had upper
extremity fractures, adhesive capsulitis, shoulder instability, infection, tumors, labral, cartilage, and
ligamentous tears were excluded from the study. Patients (n=162) with completed individual items
scored on the Short-WORC at baseline, 3 months (n= 72) and 6 months (n=30) follow up were
included.
Outcome Measures
The 7 item Short-WORC, containing items from the domains of work and lifestyle, was
originally shortened and validated by Razmjou et al.4 The Short-WORC total score can range from
0 (best possible score) to 700 (worst possible score). The percentage score is obtained from the sum
of the raw item scores, divided by 700 and multiplied by 100. This generates a score between 0
(poor QoL) to 100 (high QoL) percent, and cannot be scored if items are missing.4,5
The American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons scale (ASES) is a joint-specific scale that
measures functional limitations and pain in the shoulder. Focusing on pain, instability and activities
of daily living, the ASES is scored through both “yes/no” questions and a 0-3 numeric point scale in
order to generate a score out of a total of 100 points. 7,8
The Short-form McGill Pain Questionnaire (SF-MPQ-2) is a valid PRO that focuses on
capturing the neuropathic and non-neuropathic pain conditions for a spectrum of disorders. It is
comprised of 22 items, and is scored on a 0-10-point numeric scale to generate a total score out of
10.9
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The Simple Shoulder test (SST) is a reliable and valid shoulder specific outcome measure
that evaluates the change of the shoulder over time. The SST measures the functional limitations of
the affected shoulder in patients with shoulder dysfunction, and contains 12 “yes/no” questions, to
generate a score of shoulder limitation.10,11
The EuroQol 5 dimensions (EQ-5D-5L) is a valid and reliable measurement for generic
health status in a variety of patient populations. Divided into 5 dimensions, patients rate their score
on a 4-point Likert scale to generate a total score out of 1 to represent the best or worst health
possible. 12
The global rate of change (GRoC) scale is a valid and reliable measure that is commonly
used in musculoskeletal research for determining the effect of an intervention or course of a clinical
condition. The GRoC is comprised of a 7-point scale to determine whether a patient is worse, better
or unchanged in health status.13
Statistical Analysis
Data was assessed for completeness, percentage of missing data and presence of outliers. SPSS
version 24 (IBM, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) software was used for data analysis and a p-value of <
0.05 was considered statistically significant. Floor and ceiling effects have shown to be absent and
have already been calculated in our previous work.14
Validity
Construct (Discriminative) validity: We assessed construct validity by evaluating the extent to
which the Short-WORC can demonstrate an association between disability, function and QoL, and
distinguish between known groups that are different based on theory or research. 15
1. Known-group validity: As suggested in previous literature, patients who score lower on the
GRC 13 demonstrate a poorer recovery. Furthermore, it is shown that females have poorer
outcomes after rotator cuff repair.2,6,16 Therefore, we evaluated the cross-sectional and
longitudinal known-group validity using the variables GRoC status and sex.
•

Cross-sectional known-group validity: Independent t-tests were used to evaluate whether
Short-WORC scores differ based on the GRoC status (changed vs unchanged) and sex
(female vs male).
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•

Longitudinal known-group validity: Independent t-tests were used to evaluate
longitudinal effects of the Short-WORC across the time points of baseline to 3 months
follow-up and then baseline to 6 months follow up for both known groups of sex and
GRoC status.

2. Convergent construct validity17,18: was evaluated by correlating the Short-WORC scores
with measures that assess similar constructs.
•

Cross-sectional construct validity: Pearson correlation coefficients (r) with 95% CI
were calculated to evaluate the relationships of the Short-WORC with other shoulder
outcome measures (ASES, SST, MC-GILL-SF and EQ5D) at baseline and follow up.
Correlation coefficients of very weak (0.00-0.19), weak (0.20-0.39), moderate (0.400.69), strong (0.70-0.89) and very strong (0.90-1.00) were defined.

We tested the following a priori hypothesis:
The Short-WORC will have a moderate correlation (0.4-0.6) with other patient reported outcomes
at the baseline visit and at 3 and 6 months follow up visits.
Longitudinal Validity
1. Paired t-tests were used to test changes in Short-WORC between baseline and 3 and 6month follow up appointments.19,22 The paired t-test helped determine the relative
efficiency (RE) 20 of the Short-WORC to the other shoulder PROs. RE was calculated
by:
REShort-worc / X1 = (tShort-WORC / tX1)2
Where, X1 = the Shoulder PRO
t = mean difference / (SD of mean difference /√𝑛)
An RE > 1 indicates that the Short-WORC was a more efficient tool for measuring
change in comparison to the other comparator PRO. The RE < 1 indicates less
efficiency.
2. Effect size (ES I) 21,22 also known as standardized effect size, is the ratio of mean change
scores (𝛿 x = x2- x1) to the standard deviation of the baseline scores (SDbaseline) when 𝛿 x
is mean change and x1 and x2 represent mean scores assessed at baseline and follow up
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assessments respectively. A higher level of variability at baseline in relation to mean
score changes will result in a smaller effect size. A trivial effect size is less than 0.2, a
small effect size is between 0.2 – 0.5, a moderate effect size is 0.5-0.8, and a large effect
size is > 0.8. 23

ES = (mean follow-up score) - (mean baseline score)
SD of baseline scores

3.

Effect size II (ES II) 22 also known as Standardized response mean (SRM), is defined as
the ratio of mean change scores (𝛿 x = x2 – x1) to the standard deviation reflecting the
variability of change scores (SD 𝛿 x). A higher level of variability in change scores in
relation to the mean change will have a smaller SRM value. ES II provides an estimate
of change in the measure, standardized relative to the between patient variability in
change scores. A trivial effect size is less than 0.2, a small effect size is between 0.2 –
0.5, a moderate effect size is 0.5-0.8, and a large effects size is > 0.8. 23

SRM = (mean follow-up score) - (mean baseline score)
SD of change scores

Therefore, we expect smaller effect sizes between 0-3 months since recovery from
surgical repair would be incomplete, compared to at 6 months, where recovery is more
complete.
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Results
Table 1. Patient baseline characteristics (n=162)
Variable
N/percentage
Age in years (mean SD)
61.2 ( 16.3)
Sex
Males

79 / 48.8

Affected shoulder
Left
Right
Bilateral
Occupational
Employed
LOA
Unemployed
Retired

54 / 33.3
94 / 58.1
14 / 8.6

80/49.4
12/7.4
10/6.2
60/37.1
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Table 2: Cross-sectional known group validity of group 1: Sex and group 2: Health status (GRoC).
Time point
Baseline
(females=84
males= 80)
Month 6
(females=17
males =14)
Time point

Baseline
(change= 70
no
change=76)
Month 6
(change=16
no
change=16)

Female
(Mean(SD))

Male
(Mean(SD))

Mean
difference

p-value

30.3 (21)

43.2 (22)

12.9

0.001

33.1 (25)

46.3 (28)

13.7

0.05

GRoC change
(Mean(SD))

GRoC no
change
(Mean(SD))

Mean
difference

p-value

42.8 (25)

33.3 (19)

9.5

0.03

46.3 (28)

31.7 (23)

14.6

0.12
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Table 3: Longitudinal known group validity of group 1: Sex and group 2: Health status (GRoC)
Time point

Female
(Mean(SD))

Male
(Mean(SD))

Mean
difference

p-value

4.1 (1.6)

4.8 (0.1)

0.7

0.05

-3 (4)

-3.7 (6)

6.7

0.03

GRoC change
(Mean(SD))

GRoC no
change
(Mean(SD))

Mean
difference

p-value

6.1 (4.5)

5.5 (0.2)

0.65

0.001

-3.7 (3)

1.7 (1)

-5.4

0.01

0-3
(females=84
males= 80)
0-6
(females=17
males =14)
Time point

0-3
(change= 70
no
change=76)
0-6
(change=16
no
change=16)
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Table 4: Cross-sectional convergent construct validity. Pearson r±95% CI
Time point

Measure

ASES

SST

SF-MPQ-2

EQ-5D-5L

Baseline

Short-

0.34

0.55*

0.49*

0.33

0.53*

0.50*

0.53*

0.45*

0.30

0.56*

0.55*

0.55*

WORC
Month 3

ShortWORC

Month 6

ShortWORC

* moderate correlation between the Short-WORC, a priori hypothesis was supported
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Table 5: Longitudinal validity: mean change, SRM, ES
Change

Measure

t0

Meanbaseline Meanfollowup Mean

Interval

SD∆ SRM

change
(SDbaseline)

(∆/SD∆)

(SDfollow-up)

ES
(∆/SDbaseline)

(∆)
0-3 Month

Short-

0.9

31.6(22)

33.2(22)

2

20

0.1

0.1

ASES

2.7

19.7(12.8)

25.5(15)

5.9

18

0.3

0.5

SST

1.2

17(23)

20.5(22)

3.5

26

0.1

0.1

SF-MPQ-

1.9

2.7(2)

3.8(3)

1.1

4

0.5

2

EQ-5D-5L 1

0.73(0.2)

0.71(0.1)

0.02

0.2

0.05

0.05

Short-

3.4

29.1(21)

41.6(27)

12.5

20

0.6

0.6

ASES

17

17.4(15)

31.2(19)

13

4

3.1

0.9

SST

10

20(25)

29.3(26)

9.6

5

1.8

0.4

SF-MPQ-

18

2.2(1.8)

4.2(3)

2

0.6

3.2

1.1

0.73(0.2)

0.78(1)

0.04

0.02

2

0.1

WORC
(N=72)

2

0-6 Month

WORC
(N=30)

2
EQ-5D-5L 13
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Table 6: Relative Efficacy of the Short-WORC versus other shoulder PRO to detect change over
time
Change

REShort-

REShort-

REShort-

REShort-

Interval

WORC/ASES

WORC/SST

WORC/SF-MPQ-2

WORC/EQ-5D-5L

Month 0-3

0.3

0.7

0.5

0.9

Month 0-6

0.2

0.4

0.2

0.3

The baseline characteristics of the study participants for each variable are available in Table 1.
Since not all participants completed all measures at all time points, the sample size for each
evaluation is reported within each analysis.
Cross-sectional known group validity
In table 2, the Short-WORC is able to discriminate between females at baseline [30.3(21)] and 6
months [33.1(25)] and males at baseline [43.2(22)] and 6 months [46.3(28)].
At baseline and 6 months, females reported lower scores than males which supports our hypothesis.
The Short-WORC was also able to discriminate between GRoC health status of patients who have
changed at baseline [42.8(25)] and 6 months [46.3(28)] and who have not changed at both baseline
[33.3(19)] and 6 months [31.7(23)]. At both time points, patients who reported change had lower
scores on the Short-WORC which supported our hypothesis.
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Longitudinal group validity
In table 3, the Short-WORC scores are summarized across the changes from baseline to 3 months
and from baseline to 6 months. We see that in the sex group, females [4.1(1.6); -3(4)] reported a
lower change in all time points than males [4.8(0.1); -3.7(6)]. Furthermore, we see that in the
GRoC health status groups, patients who reported no change [6.2(4.5); -3.7(3)] demonstrated lower
change in all time points than patients who reported change [5.5(0.2); 1.7(1)].

Cross-sectional convergent construct validity
Pearson's correlation coefficient for the Short-WORC with respect to the ASES, SST, SF-MPQ-2
and EQ-5D-5L is reported in Table 4. Results show that the Short-WORC was moderately
correlated with the ASES at 3 months (r=0.53) which supports our hypothesis, but fails to support at
baseline (0.34) or 6 months (r=0.30). The Short-WORC was moderately correlated with the SST at
baseline (r=0.55), 3 months (r=0.50) and 6 months (r=0.56) which supports our hypothesis. The
Short-WORC was moderately correlated with the SF-MPQ-2 at baseline (r=0.50), 3 months
(r=0.53) and 6 months (r=0.55) which supports our hypothesis.
Furthermore, the Short-WORC was moderately correlated at 3 months (r=0.45) and 6 months
(r=0.55) supporting our hypothesis, but was weakly correlated at baseline (r=0.33).

Longitudinal Validity (Sensitivity to Change)
Table 5 demonstrates the sensitivity to change for all PROs assessed at baseline and follow-up. All
PROs were able to detect change over time when assessed at all time points. Furthermore, the ES
and SRM provide evidence that the Short-WORC can measure change. As predicted, the ShortWORC demonstrated evidence of longitudinal validity at 0-3 months (ES=0.1, SRM=0.1), and a
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larger change at 0-6 months (ES=0.6, SRM=0.6). The ASES (ES=0.9, SRM=3.1), SST
(ES=0.4, SRM=1.8), EQ-5D-5L (ES=0.1, SRM=2) and SF-MPQ-2 (ES=1.1, SRM=3.2) were
better able to detect change from 0-6 months. Table 6 demonstrates the RE of the Short-WORC to
evaluate the change over time in comparison to the other comparator PROs. When compared to the
SST (RE 3months = 0.7, RE 6months = 0.4) and EQ-5D-5L (RE 3months = 0.9, RE 6months = 0.3), the ShortWORC is more efficient in measuring change as RE > 1 at 3 months. With regards to the ASES
(RE 3months = 0.3, RE 6months = 0.2) and the SF-MPQ-2 (RE 3months = 0.9, RE 6months = 0.3), the ShortWORC was less efficient (r < 1) at all time points, except at 3 months for the SF-MPQ-2.

Discussion
Overall, this study indicates that the prospective evaluation of the Short-WORC provides
evidence of construct validity similar to the extracted WORC scores after an analysis at 6 months.
While the Short-WORC was sensitive to change over 6 months, it was less responsive than the
other comparator shoulder PROs, and performed similar to generic questionnaires. Given
limitations in our sample for longer term follow-up these results may be unstable. Therefore, we
have not established any measure to be superior, and further investigation is required before the
Short-WORC can be qualified as being a measure that is valid and sensitive to change for
evaluating QoL in rotator cuff pathology.
The interim findings in this study demonstrated that the Short-WORC can be used to
discriminate between subgroups of sex and health status. As shown in our prior work, the extracted
Short-WORC can be used to discriminate between the two groups of sex and worker’s
compensation status (with or without worker’s compensation).6 Those findings demonstrated that
females and those who are not receiving worker’s compensation have worse outcomes.6 Our study
prospectively demonstrates, the Short-WORC can also be used to discriminate between the
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subgroups of sex and health status (changed vs unchanged) which is consistent with prior literature
that indicates patients who score lower on the GRoC often report lower outcomes of recovery.16
The findings in this study further indicate that the Short-WORC demonstrated moderate
correlations with other PROs when assessed over different time points. As shown, the EQ-5D-5L
and the ASES had weak correlations with the Short-WORC, which can be expected for 2 reasons.
Firstly, we expect measures of generic health - quality of life, such as the EQ-5D-5L and the
shoulder-specific quality of life to be less related, than two shoulder specific measures due to the
difference in scope. Secondly, given the Short-WORC does not have the emotional domain present
in the full WORC, and only covers 2 of the 5 domains, we question if the Short-WORC is still even
a QoL measure. Rather, we have stated that it is a functional outcome measure.2,6 Therefore, the
constructs being assessed are different and may account for the lower correlations.
Additionally, the ASES showed to be weakly correlated with the Short-WORC, which was
not anticipated. It can be speculated that the differences in content and measurement metrics (0–10
versus 0–3) might have contributed to these results. As shown in a study by Vincent el al.,25 the two
elbow-specific measures of the Patient-Rated Elbow Evaluation form and the patient-reported form
of the American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons Elbow Questionnaire which should have correlated
higher, resulted in a lower correlation due to the different scoring scales and items. Therefore, these
differences could have influenced the correlations obtained between the Short-WORC and the
ASES.
In regard to longitudinal validity (sensitivity to change), we see that the Short-WORC
showed a change after 6 months, but did not demonstrate a large enough effect size like the
condition – specific ASES. Furthermore, the Short-WORC had a similar effect size and SRM to the
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SST, which is only a region- specific outcome measure. While our prior work reported the
extracted Short-WORC scores to have an effect size of 1.05 and SRM of 0.89 after 6 months, the
sample consisted of all surgical patients. In our current study, the sample population consisted of a
mixed intervention group, where participants received an intervention of either surgical,
physiotherapy or injections. By having a heterogeneous sample, we hypothesize that this could have
lowered the reported SRM and effect sizes of the Short-WORC. Samples that contain all surgical
patients would have experienced a higher effect after 6 months, explaining the higher SRM and ES
values in our prior work. Furthermore, another group25 recently used the WORC and ASES for an
all surgical patient population, and had values that were similar to our prior published work on the
Short-WORC, where the baseline measurements for the WORC had a mean value of 39.6 at
baseline and 77.5 at 3 months. Therefore, future studies should further investigate administering the
WORC in a population of patients undergoing a variety of treatments to compare the findings of
this study. This will provide insight into whether the Short-WORC is better suited for detecting
change in surgical patients only or can still be used for a heterogeneous intervention group.
Furthermore, analyzing longitudinal validity was calculated through effect size and SRM,
which measure the magnitude of the changed score and do not necessarily indicate the importance
of the observed change. While commonly used coefficients, they do not determine the levels of
change in the measure.11 Therefore, performing an analysis such as investigating the area under a
receiver operating characteristic curve would be better at differentiating between clients who have
improved and who have not improved by a significant amount. Additionally, as this study was an
interim analysis, we did not assess responsiveness or an MCID value. While this study sample at 6
months was not large enough to conduct such an analysis, future studies should investigate defining
an MCID with higher sample sizes at 6 months, and if it is similar to 11%-13% of the WORC.
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Limitations
In this study, only certain psychometric properties of the Short-WORC were assessed.
Therefore, future studies should evaluate the responsiveness through determining the minimal
clinically important difference quantitatively and the comprehension and construct clarity of the
Short-WORC qualitatively. Furthermore, all of the studies to date have been conducted at specialty
shoulder surgery clinics, therefore, assessment in populations of different contexts or that include a
broader spectrum of RCD would clarify whether these measurement properties exist in multiple
contexts of the disorder.
In this study, we used a GRoC scale that consisted of a 3-point scale that ranged from better,
the same, or worse. While this scale can detect the change of a patient’s recovery, the fewer points
do not always accurately discriminate the degree of patient improvement.27 A study by Kamper et
al. reviewed that a GRoC of 11-points or 15-points is stronger at discriminating between varying
degrees of improvement or deterioration. 26 More points have been proven to offer a better
compromise between patient preference, adequate discriminative ability, and test-retest reliability.
Therefore, future studies should investigate using a GRoC that contains more points when trying to
verify if the Short-WORC can discriminate for health status.
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Chapter 4: Interpretation and content validity of the items of the numeric rating
version Short-WORC to evaluate outcomes in management of rotator cuff
pathology: A cognitive interview approach.
Abstract
Background: The shortened version of the Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (Short-WORC) is a
patient reported outcome measure that evaluates quality of life (QoL) of patients with rotator cuff
pathology. However, formal content validation of the full or Short-WORC has not been reported.
This study aims to understand how 1) people interpret and calibrate responses to items on the ShortWORC and 2) compensatory strategies that might enhance function and thereby affect responses.
Methods: This study used cognitive interviewing, a qualitative methodology that focuses on the
interpretation of questionnaire items. Patients with rotator cuff disorders (n=10), clinicians (n=6)
and measurement students (n=10) were interviewed using a talk aloud structured interview that
evaluated each of the 7 items of the Short-WORC. All interviews were recorded and transcribed
verbatim by one researcher (R.F). Analysis was done through an open coding scheme using a
previously established framework which classified issues into 6 themes: Comprehension,
Inadequate response definition, Reference Point, Relevance, Perspective Modifiers and Calibration
Across Items
Results: Overall, the items on the Short-WORC were well received by participants, relevant and
easily understood, with minor variations in interpretation. The items of working above the shoulder
(90%), compensating with the unaffected arm (88%) and lifting heavy objects (92%) were the most
relevant to participants. The items of sleeping and styling were coded by the theme of calibration
across items (19%) frequently. Gender was a perspective modifiers for the items on styling your
hair (30%) as it was more consistently relevant and more commonly required a multiple task
component for women (19%). Compensatory strategies of using the other arm, altered positioning,
help from others (task-re allocation) and using assistive devices/resources were frequently
mentioned by participants.
Conclusions: Therefore, the findings demonstrate that the Short-WORC is not cognitively
complex, but varies with patient perspectives. Overall, the Short-WORC provides evidence of
strong content validity when used for rotator cuff disorder patients.
Keywords: patient reported outcomes, rotator cuff disorders, content validity, quality of life
A version of this work will be submitted for journal publication: Furtado R, MacDermid JC, Bryant
DM, Faber K, and Athwal G. BioMed Central Health and Life Outcomes (2019)
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Introduction
Rotator cuff disorders (RCDs) include a spectrum of pathologies that can lead to shoulder
pain, impairment and activity limitation.1 While the spectrum of disorders vary, rotator cuff tears
are a common problem in the current population. Rotator cuff tears are commonly associated with
exposure to repetitive movements or strain.1,2 The prevalence of tears increases with age, affecting
more than 60% of patients who are over the age of 60 3 and results in a reduced quality of life
(QoL).1
Since the goal of surgery and rehabilitation is to improve QoL in patients, understanding the
construct of QoL is critical when defining optimal treatments.3,4 The previous version of the
Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (WORC) developed by Kirkley et al, is one of the most
validated disease-specific questionnaire to measure QoL in RCDs.5 The WORC focuses on 5
domains; 1) pain and physical symptoms, 2) sports and recreation, 3) work, 4) lifestyle, and 5)
emotions.5 While it has been translated and validated in a variety of different languages1,2, the
WORC created challenges of patient response burden (time spent to answer questionnaire) and
complexity. 1,2
A shortened version of the Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index (Short-WORC) was created
to address these concerns.7 The Short-WORC by Razmjou et al. contains seven items from the
domains of work and lifestyle, focusing on the activity limitations that arise from RCDs. 1,4,6,7
Participants completed a visual analogue scale (VAS) to score their response.7 In the present study,
we have modified the responsiveness scale to a 0-10-point numeric scale. In accordance with
previously published work, a reduction in response burden and increase in patient satisfaction
occurs with the use of a numeric scale.8 As discussed in our prior work validating the Short-WORC,
the concept of QoL may not be fully retained in this abbreviated questionnaire. Nevertheless, in our
preliminary studies and those of others, the Short-WORC has demonstrated measurement properties
that are similar to the original WORC.1,6 While the Short-WORC demonstrates equally strong
psychometric performance when compared to the full WORC, these previously published studies
extracted the Short-WORC items from the fully completed original WORC.1,6 Therefore, the ShortWORC has yet to be validated as an independent assessment.
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A fundamental aspect of validation is understanding the content validity of a questionnaire.9
Content validity refers to the extent to which a measure represents all facets of a given construct.10
According to the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) guidelines11, content validity can be
assessed through conducting interviews that seek to evaluate 1) the clarity of the instructions, 2) the
content of each item and 3) that the intended meaning of each item is easily interpreted by
participants. Understanding the recall and response scales in the PRO are also evaluated in the
process.9,10 Therefore, this study primarily aimed to evaluate content validity by exploring how
people interpret and calibrate responses to items on the Short-WORC. A secondary aim of this
study was to understand how compensatory strategies may influence the way participants interpret
and determine responses to the items.

Methods
Study Design
This study used a descriptive qualitative approach based on the principles of cognitive
interviewing to explore participants’ interpretations of specific words, constructs (variables that
cannot be measured directly but are informed through other variables that are measurable) and
phrases in the Short-WORC. This enables an understanding of how participants calibrate options
when responding to the measure.12 Cognitive interviewing uses semi-structured interviews, a talk
out loud approach, and probes to understand how patients interpret and respond to items on a selfreport questionnaire.12 This allows a combination of concurrent (while answering the question) or
retrospective (immediately after answering the item) answering, which gathers optimal data
quality.12 Participants were provided with a version of the Short-WORC, that had a numerical scale
from 0 -10.
Setting and sample
Interviews were conducted in a small private room at the Hand and Upper Limb Clinical
Research Laboratory, London, Canada. Patient and healthcare provider participants were recruited
from St. Joseph’s Health Care London and researchers were recruited from Western University
(London, Canada). Participants who met the inclusion criteria were invited to participate in the
study; greater than 18 years of age, can speak and read English and did not have another mental or
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physical aliment that could would confound the shoulder injury or not allow them to be able to
participate in the interview process.
Through purposeful sampling, we aimed to include perspectives of healthcare providers and
recipients.13 Therefore, patients(n=10), healthcare providers (n=6), and measurement students
(n=10) were recruited. Patients who had received some treatment for their shoulder (n=6) and
patients who had yet to be exposed to evaluation for their shoulder (n=4) were recruited to achieve a
diversity of participant experiences. Participation of both men and women of varying age groups
allowed for a diversity of experiences. Recruitment for interviews stopped when saturation of the
responses was achieved in each of the three participant groups.12 The study protocol was reviewed
and approved by Lawson Healthcare and Western Research Ethics Board (WREB).
Data collection
Participants provided written informed consent prior to the interview. Interviews were
conducted in English by one researcher (RF) and lasted between 40 and 60 minutes. All interviews
were recorded on an encrypted tape recorder, and then transcribed verbatim.
The interview structure was informed by previously published work12,19 and multiple
discussions with the research team. Interviews focused on participants’ interpretation of each
individual item on the Short-WORC. Through the think out loud approach, participants were
encouraged to express all their thoughts when responding to each item. Probes such as, “Can you
define this word?” or “Can you provide me with an example?”, were asked to further explore the
rationale of participants’ specific responses to each item. Participants described how they
determined (calibrate) their responses.
Analysis
Descriptive statistics (age, sex, occupational status and diagnosis) were collected and are
presented in Table 1. The original audio recordings were analyzed by the research team. Analysis of
the recordings were done through a descriptive thematic analysis, consisting of open coding.12 This
allowed the scripts to be characterized by fragments, in order for relevant themes to be extracted,
categorized and classified. Themes were then identified from the responses to each item. Findings
were summarized with quotes and percentages as appropriate. A previously established coding
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system1 was used to classify issues that affect interpretation. The categories include:
Comprehension/clarity (C), Perspective modifiers (PM), Reference point (RP), Calibration across
items(CAI), Inadequate response definition (IR) and Relevance (R).
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Table 1: Demographic results of study population (n=26)

Patients who
have received
treatment
(n=6)

Patients yet to
be exposed to
treatment
(n=4)

Clinicians
(n=6)

Measurement
Students (n=10)

Age (years)

76

44

34

31

Female (%)

67

50

50

50

Male (%)

33

50

50

50

Student

0

25

33

100

Employed

33

50

67

0

Unemployed

0

0

0

0

Sick-leave

0

0

0

0

Retired

67

25

0

0

Left

33

25

N/A

N/A

Right

50

25

N/A

N/A

Bilateral

17

50

N/A

N/A

Shoulder pain

67

75

N/A

N/A

Rotator cuff tear

67

25

N/A

N/A

TSA

67

0

N/A

N/A

OA

67

0

N/A

N/A

Groups

Professional
status (%)

Affected
shoulder (%)

Diagnosis (%)
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Results
Data analysis resulted in the categorization of 6 themes that describe the issues that
participants had when interpreting items. This is further described and illustrated by participants’
quotes, as demonstrated in Table 2.
Overall findings demonstrate that individuals interpreted items based on their personal
situation, personality traits, biology, work roles and/or environmental factors, which was
represented through the theme of perspective modifiers. Certain items such as, styling your hair or
dressing, were more influenced by gender. While the genders found this item relevant to QoL,
males assigned less importance to this item when compared to items such as, working above
shoulder level. Additionally, perspective modifiers also influenced the relevance of doing work
outside the house for participants who specified living in an apartment or having designated help
prior to the injury. Therefore, item relevancy to the construct is influenced by a person’s biological,
environmental or social context.
Instructions on Short- WORC
The Short-WORC focuses on two different domains which have unique sets of instructions. When
participants (n=26) were asked to read the instructions out loud, some comprehension (C) issues
arose. Specifically, there was misinterpretation around some of the important words in the
instructions. For example, when asked to define the word “past week”, some participants confused
this with “average week”.
“Okay so here I have to answer and think about my lifestyle and what I do on an average day in the
week, and how much my shoulder has been kinda affecting or altering those activities.” –
Measurement Student #1, female
Some participants also struggled with the interpretation of the word “lifestyle”. When asked to
define, the majority of participants associated lifestyle with only activities of daily living.
“Lifestyle is my activities during the day. Would the term activities of daily living be better suited
instead of lifestyle, is this what you are asking?” - Clinician #4, female
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1. How much difficulty do you have sleeping because of your shoulder?
Overall, this item was well understood by most participants and did not demonstrate comprehension
issues. When asked to define the term “sleeping”, frequent words such as: “at rest, relaxed at night
and lying down” arose. The majority of participants (73%) considered this item to be relevant to
their lifestyle, however, some suggested that it was only relevant if they slept on the injured
shoulder.
“I always sleep on my left side so my right shoulder (injured) is fine at night.”- Patient #8, female
Additionally, some participants (19%) described compensator strategies that allowed them to sleep
better at night. Participants discussed themes of intense shoulder pain, which translated to
modifications of their sleeping position to comfortably rest.
“Since the surgery was on my left shoulder, my left shoulder was out, and so I mostly slept on my
back.” – patient #4, male.
2. How much difficulty have you experienced with styling your hair because of your shoulder?
Comprehension of this item was generally clear to all participants. When asked to define the term
“styling your hair”, phrases of “grooming, blow drying, combing, brushing and using styling
products” arose. Findings demonstrate this item to be relevant to QoL with the majority of
participants (79%), however, the theme of perspective modifiers heavily influenced the
interpretation.
Relevance was a gendered issue with this item. Men more often found this item to be irrelevant to
their QoL as they had short hair or were bald (30%).
“I’m bald, I don’t need to style my hair!” – Patient #5, male.
Furthermore, some participants (19%) used the item of sleeping, as a reference point to calibrate
their response to the item of styling your hair. Additionally, some participants identified that styling
their hair was critical to their QoL, and so needed to compensate with the uninjured arm, seek
assistance or allot more time in their day for styling.
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“If I were to injure my shoulder, I would still style my hair …I would get someone (roommate) to
just help me out if I needed a specific style.”- Measurement Student #1, female.
3. How much difficulty do you have dressing or undressing?
In general, definitions of “dressing or undressing” were rephrased as “putting on clothes, removing
clothes, and getting ready”, indicating no comprehension issues. Findings further indicated that
participants (70%) strongly endorsed the relevance of this item to their QoL. Additionally, some
participants (30%) calibrated their response to this item, based on their scores for the items of
sleeping and styling their hair.
“I would say my answer would be the same as styling my hair…if I chose 5 or 6 in question 2, then I
would choose the same answer for question 3.” – Measurement Student #2, male
Furthermore, participants identified the importance of completing this task and the need to
compensate to complete it. Strategies for compensation included: requiring assistance from a device
or family member, increasing the allotted time for changing of clothes, or changing the types of
clothing worn in order to decrease shoulder movement.
“I can’t reach my back to put on my bra…that’s why my husband helps me out.” – Patient #6,
female.
4. How much difficulty do you experience in daily activities about the house or yard?
Findings indicated some comprehension issues with this item, as participants would interchange the
words “lifestyle” and “daily activities” often. When asked to define “daily activities”, terms such as:
“chores, work, school, and living style” frequently arose.
“Yeah my daily activities are defined by my work and hobbies. My life is my job, family and other
activities I do.” – Patient #5, female.
In contrast, definitions of “about the house or the yard” resulted in phrases of: “chores, eating,
cleaning, cooking, gardening and yard /outdoors work”. Only one participant initially
misinterpreted the meaning of about the house or yard, and defined it as occupational labour that
involves working outdoors.
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“This means work outside of the house like employment that you get paid for or yard work. This is
both inside or outside the house and external jobs…that’s what I think”- Clinician #6, Female
Overall, participants (80%) identified this item to be relevant to their overall quality of life, but
some (12%) were concerned with the phrasing of “work in the yard”. Due to participants’ living
conditions, some did not require the need to do yard work, i.e. living in an apartment or having
designated help prior to the injury.
“No, I do not do any yard work, my husband always does that.” – Patient #8, female.
Additionally, some compensatory strategies were mentioned such as: seeking assistance from
someone else to do their daily activities or modifying the time period or frequency of activities they
participated in.
5. How much difficulty do you experience with working above the shoulder?
Overall, this item received positive feedback from participants (90%), as many identified this item
to be a critical component of recovery. Some participants (10%) identified that they did not need to
do much overhead reaching and therefore, found this item less important to their quality of life.
“I have an office job, I don’t need to raise my arms much.” – Patient #8, female.
Definitions of “working above the shoulder” included phrases such as: “overhead reaching, lifting
above my head and raising my arms”, indicating comprehension was generally good for this item.
Participants frequently mentioned compensating strategies in order to continue to work above
shoulder level, such as: modifying the placement of items for easier access or seeking assistance
when needing to reach above shoulder level.
“I try to use my left hand a lot more to help out and then I keep things within reach. The shelves are
much lower in my house and if something is too high for me I use a step ladder.” – Patient #10,
female.
6. How much do you use your unaffected arm to compensate for the injured arm?
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Definitions of “compensate” led to phrases such as: “using my not injured shoulder and using my
healthy shoulder more”, indicating no comprehension issues amongst participants. Furthermore, this
item was identified as a critical component for QoL by participants (88%).
“I use my left hand a lot, which is much harder since I am very right-hand dominant.” – patient #6,
female.
In contrast, some participants (12%) indicated that compensating was less relevant, as their injury
was on their non-dominant arm.
“I am right handed; my injury was on my left shoulder…do I compensate? Not frequently”.
– Patient #3, female.
7. How much difficulty do you experience lifting heavy objects at or below shoulder level?
When asked to define “heavy objects”, participants stated words such as: “weight, large and using
force”, indicating the item was well understood. Overall, this item resulted in a mix of responses
depending on what stage of recovery the participant was in. Participants who were further along
their recovery scored this item lower, while participants who were in the early stages of the injury
scored it higher. Nevertheless, the majority of participants (92%) identified this item to be important
to QoL. While evident that participants understood this item, some (12%) participate in a variety of
tasks below shoulder level and therefore, were unsure which tasks to calibrate their score to.
“I do some yard work and cleaning that can be difficult to bend and pick up things from time to
time...I think something in the middle?”- Patient, #3, female
Additionally, some participants discussed compensatory strategies such as re-allocating the task to
someone else in order to feel less discomfort.
“Now with the snow coming, I will have to shovel myself since the weather is bad and I will have to
find help.”- Patient #7, female.
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Discussion
Overall, the content validity of the Short-WORC was supported, as most respondents found
the items on the Short-WORC to be clear and relevant to their functioning. However, the item of
styling your hair was not relevant to a minority of the study sample and had a gender-bias being less
relevant to men. Furthermore, it was evident that many patients had developed compensatory
strategies as this was mediated in the difficulty reported. Overall, the items received positive
feedback, there was no struggle with the recall period and most of the items were correctly
interpreted.
The primary methodology in this study was cognitive interviewing. Cognitive interviewing
in the health sciences was developed in the 1980s to improve questionnaires, as it evaluates the
sources of response error.18 This method draws on cognitive theory, which aids the understanding of
how participants process and respond to questionnaire items, as there is a complexity of reasons
behind each given response.18 According to the Survey Interaction Model18, cognitive processing
alone does not account for all participant responses, as there is always underlying psychological
processes such as emotions, personality, and biological characteristics.18 For this reason, the
application of cognitive interviewing to the initial pilot testing of PROs can help anticipate these
factors during item selection. Furthermore, cognitive interviewing addresses the assumption that
responses to items represent a common understanding of item content and intent across participants,
allowing for the data to be used in further quantitative analyses in subsequent psychometric
testing.22
According to the COnsensus‐based Standards for the selection of health Measurement
INstruments (COSMIN), content validity is one of the most important criterion for evaluating a
PROs, and should be assessed by both patients and professionals. In 201815, COSMIN defined the
standards for adequate content validity to be a measure that is comprehensive, comprehensible and
relevant.15,16 When evaluating a shortened PRO, it is advised that while some properties can be
obtained from the original study, the property of comprehensiveness should be evaluated from a
new study of the shortened PRO.15 Therefore, it is important that researchers re-evaluate the content
validity of a shortened PRO, to verify that it measures the intended construct of the original. This is
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particularly important when the original development papers did not report detailed content
validation, as is the case with the full WORC.
Comprehension of the items is also an important component of content validation according
to the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR). They
recommend that an item must use terminology that is consistent with its intended meaning and is
relevant for respondents.24 Findings demonstrate that only a few participants struggled with
comprehension of the items, and the remaining were able to correctly define the items. Indicating
that the comprehension level of the Short-WORC is appropriate for the intended population.
Furthermore, aligning with the recommended guidelines by the ISPOR of using language that is
understandable to all potential respondents, regardless of background.13 Therefore, it is
recommended to researchers to use appropriate language that does not diverge from the intended
meaning. 13,19
In addition, another facet of construct validation is item relevancy. Items must be relevant to
the intended population and construct being assessed.12 While results demonstrated a high
percentage of relevancy to participants, none of the items were relevant to every individual
participant. As anticipated, individuals are unique and have different opinions of what they calibrate
as relevant to their QoL or recovery. While researchers try to anticipate this issue in the
development of PROs, variables such as: gender, age, lifestyle, or social status will always hinder
the relevancy of an item, as they are not generalizable.13 In the original iteration of the WORC,
Kirkley et al 5 used factor analysis and semi-structured interviews to rank the relevancy of items
when measuring QoL. Therefore, researchers should use a variety of analytical methods during item
selection to enhance the relevancy of items to the construct and the participants.
Selecting a responsive scale is another important criterion according to FDA, ISPOR and
COSMIN guidelines.15,16 Within this study, the Short-WORC was modified to a numeric scale from
a visual analogue scale (VAS), as we found in prior pilot studies that patients were more
comfortable responding on a 0-10 scale than a VAS. Participants responded favourably to the 0-10
scale, as it provided them an efficient way to accurately rate themselves. This modification reduces
response burden, and clinician scoring burden, and is consistent with current studies that advocate
the use of numeric scales. 17,18 Ultimately, psychometric data can be used to determine the optimal
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response scale, as there is no universal standard.22 We first reported the reliability and validity of a
numeric Short-WORC extracted from a full WORC1 and then reported on the reliability of it
administered as a 7-item numeric scale.27 This study establishes the content validity of the numeric
version of the Short-WORC and specifically the ease of interpretation of the 0-10 scale.
The evaluation of participants’ recall period is another component of cognitive interviewing.
The recall period, assesses participants’ responses based on the strategies they use when responding
to an item.12 The results confirm the lack of difficulty participants had in the recall phase when
responding to the items, and there was no further indication of any unclear reference boundaries that
could have impaired their responses. Furthermore, participants incorporated reference standards
such as temporal anchors, to recall and calibrate their responses to. Additionally, some participants
anchored their current response to an item based on the previous item response. This is evident due
to the structure of the Short-WORC, such that the ordering of the items allows participants to easily
recall their previous item’s score as an anchor for the latter.13 Therefore, confirming the structure of
the Short-WORC to be clear and logical for participants; an important component of content
validity.12
Based on the evidence presented in this study, we conclude that the Short-WORC achieved
content validity. The findings demonstrated that all items were relevant to majority of participants
when evaluating their QoL, and the issues were relatively minor. While a minority of participants
found the item of styling your hair to be not relevant to their lifestyle, the majority of participants
did. Changing existing measures is a major undertaking since it creates confusion and makes it less
possible to compare data across time. Therefore, major issues should be present to warrant these
changes. According to COSMIN guidelines15, there is no reason to remove the item, but certain
words could be replaced to improve clarity. Overall, it is evident that the comprehension levels of
the Short-WORC were easy enough for all participants, and no major comprehension issues were
identified that would result in the removal of items. Finally, it is evident that the recall period was
accurately evaluated and participants found no difficulty in that process. Therefore, it is evident that
the Short-WORC is a valid tool in regard to its content, and qualitatively validates our prior
work.1,6,7
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A secondary purpose of this study was to explore the compensatory strategies that influence
the way participants calibrate their responses. Findings demonstrated strategies of modifying
activity levels, altering positioning, lowering personal expectations or re-allocating tasks.
Reallocation of tasks including timing (putting task off to later), using paid services (e.g. lawn
maintenance or snow removal) and using members within their social support networks. The
motivators for compensation included to reduce pain, to compensate for weakness or to not stress
the shoulder given concerns about post-operative recovery. As shown in a study by
Bialocerkowski24 involving compensatory strategies with wrist problems, many people re-allocate
tasks to family members to avoid additional stress to the affected limb, similar to the findings in our
study. Understanding the spectrum of compensatory strategies for RCDs, provide further insight
into why participants with similar impairments might report different levels of functional ability.
From a treatment perspective sharing patient compensatory strategies may provide avenues to
improve recovery or quality-of-life during recovery. Conversely, understanding compensatory
mechanisms can provide insight into potential for other injuries.24 For example, overcompensation
with the uninjured arm, may increase the risk for an injury in the uninjured arm. Therefore,
understanding the compensatory strategies is important to understand responses on PRO, functional
recovery and future risks. Few tools consider compensation, and so the inclusion of this as an item
on the WORC is an important consideration.24
Overall, limitations in this study included the use of a population that was predominately
middle-class Caucasian. However, the demographic from this region where the study was
conducted is predominately of Caucasian descent. 20,23 Therefore, future studies should gather
information from other ethnic groups in order to compare and contrast the QoL. Furthermore, while
the WORC was designed to measure quality of life, the Short-WORC focuses on activity limitation.
Therefore, this study cannot be taken as supporting that the WORC and Short-WORC have
concurrent content validity.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the evidence in this study demonstrates that there is no need for change to the
items of the Short-WORC, as they are well-understood by patients with rotator cuff disorders. The
Short-WORC accurately reflects the principles of comprehension, relevance and recall, therefore,
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achieving content validity. Overall, the Short-WORC and items are an accurate measure of quality
of life for rotator cuff pathology. Future studies should assess other psychometric properties such as
reliability, validity and responsiveness prospectively.
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Table 2: Common issues that arose with the Short-WORC. (n=26)

Item

1.

Comprehension

Perspective
Modifiers

Reference
Point

Calibration Across
Items

Inadequate
Response
definition

Relevance

Sleeping
Overall, found to
be relevant (73%)
Understood well

Few participants
felt it was only
relevant if the
injured arm was
slept on.

2.

Styling your
hair
Understood well

3.

Dressing or
undressing
Understood well

4.

5.

Daily
activities
about the
house or yard

Gender issues
arose (30%).
E.x. men who
were bald
found this
inapplicable

Some participants
calibrated this answer
with the item of
sleeping (19%)

Overall, relevant
to 79% of
participants

Some gender
issues arose,
i.e. men who
did not rate
this item as
important
(19%)

Some participants
calibrated this answer
with the item of
sleeping and styling
hair

Overall, relevant to
70% of participants

Overall was relevant
for 80% of
participants

Some comprehension issues
with defining daily activities
and yard work

12% found work in
the yard irrelevant to
their Qol

Working
above the
shoulder

Overall, 90% of
participants found it
was relevant to their
QoL

Understood well
6.

Compensate
with
unaffected
arm

88% of participants
found this relevant
to their QoL.

Understood well

12% found if the
injury was on the
non-dominant hand
it was not relevant.
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7.

Lifting heavy
objects at or
below
shoulder level

Understood well

92% of participants
found this to be
relevant to QoL
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Chapter 5: General Discussion

Overall, this study provides evidence that the Short-WORC is a reliable, valid PRO which
can detect sensitivity to change in patients with rotator cuff pathology. While prior work evaluated
the Short-WORC scores when extracted from the full WORC, this work demonstrated that the
Short-WORC was successful when assessed in a prospective RCD population. The results indicate
that the Short-WORC is successful in retaining the same psychometric properties of the WORC.
Despite some limitations with sample size and analysis, the Short-WORC still proves to be the best
outcome measure for rotator cuff disorders like its parent, the WORC.
Strengthens and Limitations
While Kirkley et al.1 used patient feedback to create the original items of the WORC, the
results were not formally published. Therefore, the novel part of this study was using cognitive
interviewing to validate the content of the Short-WORC. Cognitive interviewing in the process of
PRO development allows for direct patient input. As demonstrated, the 6 themes used in this study
can help researchers anticipate issues that may arise during outcome measurement development.
2,3

The most common themes that arose during the interview process were comprehension,

perspective modifiers and relevance which seemed to heavily influence patient calibration of the
Short-WORC items. Furthermore, cognitive interviewing is also useful during the translation of
PROs, as shown in the systematic review of the cultural adaptions of the WORC. Cognitive
interviewing helped translators successfully adapt each item to their appropriate culture, through the
“expert committee and pre-testing” steps.4 Through incorporating feedback from patients and
clinicians, we enhance the likelihood of creating items that reflect our intended patient population;
but also, limit issues that could hinder their understanding of an item.2,3

As its parent, the Short-WORC was intended to measure the construct of quality of life in
patients with rotator cuff disorders. However, as Razmjou et al.5 reduced the items through a factor
analysis, only the domains of lifestyle and work remained for the new questionnaire. It can be
argued that the Short-WORC measures the construct of activity limitation rather than QoL, as it
does not include the emotional component of the original WORC. As shown, QoL incorporates both
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the mental and physical components during recovery. Therefore, this study cannot be taken as
supporting that the WORC and Short-WORC have concurrent content validity, and future studies
should explore this limitation.

As shown in the literature, disease-specific measures gather explicit information related to a
specific pathology; however, in cases where functional status of the shoulder is compromised by the
existence of multiple pathologies, it can be challenging in determining the appropriate diseasespecific measure.6 Furthermore, the advantage of using rotator-cuff measures has not been
established in the literature. While this work supports the Short-WORC as the most appropriate
choice for RCDs, there is still further work that needs to be done in determining a gold standard for
RCDs. Currently, in the literature there is no gold standard for shoulder outcome measures and so
future research should investigate the criteria for determining and establishing a gold standard.

The patient response burden of the WORC suffered challenges that led to subsequent item
reduction. Patient response burden includes complexity of a measure but also, administrative burden
for the researcher or clinician. The goal of shortening the questionnaire is to reduce patient and/or
administrative burden while retaining the conceptual linkage to the intended construct and sufficient
psychometric equivalence.5 Although we did not directly measure the time taken to complete the
measure, we assumed that patients required less time to complete the 7-items of the Short-WORC
compared to the 21-items of the original WORC. Furthermore, the questionnaires were
administered on paper copies in clinic. While this assures a patient and clinician interaction, it can
add to the administrative burden for the clinician. Many researchers have begun the shift towards
electronic copies of questionnaires to limit missing data and administrative burden. However,
before making the shift towards computerized PROs, it is important to evaluate if there is a
difference between the scores obtained from paper compared to scores obtained electronically. A
study by Godfrey et al., 7compared the WORC scores when administered either electronically or
with paper forms in a clinic waiting room. Results showed there was no difference in the WORC
scores when administered in either way, however, found an increase in accessibility, ease and
accuracy of recorded data when collected on a computer.7 Therefore, future studies could
investigate the advantages and disadvantages of using electronic copies of the Short-WORC,
compared to the current method of administration.
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Integrated Knowledge Translation and Clinical Implication
Overall, this thesis aimed to engage both researchers and knowledge users (orthopedic
surgeons and physiotherapists) within each study of this thesis. These groups were critical in
informing the development and execution of the research studies, and so will help to be engaged in
sharing information about implementation of this PRO in the evaluation of RCDs in clinical
practice and research.
Clinical implications would include the routine use of the Short-WORC in clinics that deal
with RCD patients as this PRO has good clinical utility with no cost and can be administered with
minimal training. Furthermore, the Short-WORC exhibited acceptable psychometric properties
which would foster clinician confidence upon the results and interpretations obtained. Overall, the
Short-WORC can aid clinicians in evaluating, discriminating and predicting activity limitation for
rotator cuff pathology.
Future Directions
Based on our observations from the systematic review of the WORC, we recommend that
studies should state a clear hypothesis when conducting psychometric studies, and make sure they
follow recommended guidelines when translating items. We also recommend future studies include
anchor based methods to calculate minimal clinically important difference and standard error of
measurement, in order to clinically discriminate.
Conclusion
The Short-WORC is a reliable tool for patients with rotator cuff pathology.
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Appendix 1. Short-WORC Questionnaire
SECTION A: Lifestyle
The following section concerns the amount that your shoulder problem has affected or changed your
lifestyle. Please indicate the appropriate amount for the past week by circling a number.
1. How much difficulty do you have sleeping because of your shoulder?
0

1

no difficulty2.

0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

How much difficulty have you experienced with styling your hair because extreme
of yourdifficulty
shoulder?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

no difficulty

extreme

3. How much difficulty do you have dressing or undressing?

difficulty

0
0

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

no difficulty
no difficulty
difficulty
difficulty

8
8

9
9

10
10
extreme
extreme
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SECTION B: Work
The following section concerns the amount that your shoulder problem has affected your work around or
outside the house. Please indicate the appropriate amount for the past week by circling a number.
1. How much difficulty do you experience in daily activities about the house or yard?

0

1

no difficulty2.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

How much difficulty do you experience working above the shoulder?

extreme

difficulty
0
no difficulty

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. How much do you use your unaffected arm to compensate for the injured arm?
extreme difficulty

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

no difficulty

4. How much difficulty do you experience lifting heavy objects at or below shoulder level?

extreme difficulty

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

no difficulty

8

9

10
extreme

difficulty
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